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Are you a helper or a servant?

I was amazed last week when I asked a group of college students who tutor
children and train others, “Who's here to help?” Only one student out of 35 held up
his hand.

My usual response to a room full of raised hands is, “Thanks, but no thanks,
There's the exit!” But the director of their program had heard me give this talk 10
years ago, taken it to heart and, he told me afterwards, has shared it with
hundreds of students since.

So, I shared with them what I have shared with hundreds: there's a profound
di�erence between a helper and a servant! Service is giving the person you serve
what he or she needs to thrive. It's called equity. You've probably seen the picture
of kids trying to watch a ball game.

It's not making sure everyone gets an equal share, but has
a fair share, so she or he can thrive.

A helper tends to focus on the task, making sure the other
person gets the right answer, even if that means pointing
to it or just telling them. A servant is concerned about the
person & teaching the other how to develop his or her
skills to find the answer or solve a problem.

Many of our students have experienced trauma in their young lives. Helpers tend
to pity them and make excuses, thereby enabling them to be victims. A servant,
however, will raise expectations. For example, a servant might say, “Look how you
got through that, I can't wait to see what else you can accomplish!” A servant
empowers children to be victors!

Because a helper creates dependency, helpers tend to burn out more quickly.
That's not to say that servants don't face challenges or stress, but they serve in
community & have the support to find refreshment.

A helper tends to do a lot of talking, dominating the conversation.  A servant
primarily listens. She or he makes eye contact, leans in, listens in silence and asks
questions only to clarify when needed. The Lindamood Bell system encourages
tutors to, “question from wrongsville to rightsville” so the child develops his or her
own understanding.

A helper tends to flatter, “That's a pretty picture!” Resulting in a quantity stack of
so-so drawings.  A servant a�rms observed behavior. For example, they might say,
“Your b looks great: a straight line down, back up to the middle, around and down.
Great job!,” thereby resulting in quality!

A helper will let the child use whatever resources are available enabling the child
to keep coming back for more. A servant empowers children to conserve
resources with greater results.
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A helper tends to have a visitor mentality, a quick glance to a watch, “there's a half
hour left?!” A servant makes the most of every moment and is “kin,” a companion!

We are servants! We a�rm the people we serve, give equitably, empower victors,
use resources wisely/care for the earth, are in it for the long haul, listen, and find
support in the community. We are “kin.”
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Due to a remote learning enviornment, The Making Sense of Language
Arts lessons may require 1-2 days for students to complete. Below is a
suggested pacing guide when considering the amount of time needed for
your students.

The pacing guide gives consideration for both an appropriate stopping
and starting point within a lesson.  Please note: should a student require
even more time, please adjust as needed.

ESTIMATED
Remote Learning Time

Phoneme Lesson Plan

5 Minutes Midline Activity

5 Minutes Down with the Sound Song

10 Minutes See It Say It

10 Minutes Practice Writing

10 Minutes Riddle Time

10 Minutes Sensory Activity

10 Minutes Practice Writing

IF NEEDED
Suggested

Stop

This would be an appropriate stopping point
should the student require more time to complete

the lesson.

IF NEEDED
Suggested

Start

This would be an appropriate starting point to
resume from the last session by engaging

students in the Midline Exercise and the Down
with the Sounds song before the lesson begins.

10 Minutes Gestures with Vocabulary

10 Minutes Matching

10 Minutes Initial Sounds

10 Minutes Alphabet Video Animation

OPTIONAL Letter Review
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Instructional Plan
Anatomy of the Lesson

Midline

Midline Exercises—bilateral integration, i.e. opposite hand to ear,
shoulder, knee, toe touches (each repeated 16 times).

Down with the Sound

“Down with the Sound”—Phonemic Awareness, Visual & Sound not Name

Storytime

Story Time—Visualization, Telling Story with 4 pictures. Child recalls
images (ask for more details, such as color, where, shape, how many using
blank foam pieces, questioning, silence, questioning again, leading from
wrongsville to rightsville, etc.). Brain building requires them to do the
thinking, not you!

Intro to Letter

Intro of Letter—Air writing, getting the brain in gear, make sure they
visually follow what they are writing, make the sound and repeat 6 times.

Letter Writing Practice

Letter writing practice—trace with finger, trace with pencil, write on his or
her own. Reinforce by allowing the child to “yell” the name of the
object at the end of each row.

Vocabulary Development

Vocabulary Development as well as phoneme recognition. All objects
begin with the sound being studied. If a child does not associate the
name of an object with the picture, this is your cue to kick into
vocabulary building mode.
a. give the child ample time to figure out which picture goes with the clue
you’ve given
b. if he or she doesn’t recognize the object, point to the correct object
and say, “This is a ____.” What do I call it? Say it fast. Say it slowly. Say it
softly. Say it loud. One more time. (Most children need six repetitions to
remember a new word).
c. mark the number (i.e. 3) of the object that the child did not recognize
so at the end of the lesson, if time allows, you can go back and review
vocabulary.

i. expressive review—point to the object and ask, “What is this?”
ii. receptive review—say, “Show me the _____.”
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Sensory Activity

Sensory Activity—this is the most critical part of the lesson plan because
the sensory activity pairs a stronger part of the brain with a weaker part
to actually restructure the brain for language. Please take the time to do
this and repeat the activity until the child consistently identifies the right
symbol for the right sound!

Writing

Writing—now have him or her do basically the same letter identification
by writing the letters, and or words from the previous activity

Gestures

Gesture—gesturing increases long term memory, make sure the child is
the one who gestures as you prompt his or her action.

Receptive/Expressive Review

Receptive Review—if the child needs help focusing, fold the page in half.
Point to the first object, ask, “what is this?”, “what sound does it start
with?”, and ask her or him to draw a line from the object to the sound. Be
intentional about going in order so the child gets used to top to bottom,
left to right. (If unsure what the object is, look at the list in the directions
above without drawing the child’s attention to the list. (Even if you think
you know what each object is, check the list.)

Expressive Review—this is slightly more challenging because the child
has to come up with the letter or word. Again, check the list of
words above. Make sure the child doesn’t refer to this list (cover it if
necessary).

Free Time

If a child finishes the lesson plan early, refer to the Letter and Sound
Review at the end of each lesson and plan for suggestions of how to
make use of free time.

Feedback

Feedback—make sure you check if she or he is ready to move on.
Advance only if they consistently associate the right sounds with the
right letters. Be sure to note any behaviors that cause concern, (i.e.
holding paper closely to see better, talking about possible abuse, etc.).

General Notes

General notes:
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A. Keep the pace up. If the child asks to take time to color or continues to
play with clay etc., delay that until the end of the lesson when she or he
finishes. You may feel he or she needs to be entertained, however, we have
a very limited time to make a di�erence in the life of this child and we
need to focus on the task of literacy. The process can be playful itself.

B. Allow for silence—building brain matter takes time (I know this sounds
like a contradiction) so resist the impulse to answer questions yourself
before allowing him or her the time to come up with an answer on his or
her own. Wait a minimum of 12 seconds then ask, “Are you thinking or are
you stuck?” If stuck, prompt with another question or with a vocab
response above.

C. Note any concerns you have on the feedback sheet only (worksheets
will go home with the child at the end of the year). Your awareness
of a concern will trigger a sta� response (i.e. obtaining glasses, following
up on possible abuse or neglect, etc.). In any case, please be sure to note.
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Facilitator’s Notes & Suggestions
Letter Phoneme Lessons

Crossing the Midline Activity
Multi-Sensory Engagement Through Movement, Music, and Imagery

Facilitation Notes & Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to find a comfortable space to move about as you
virtually guide students in the virtual “Crossing the Midline” movement
exercise.

It is suggested that tutors briefly demonstrate this bilateral integration
exercise of crossing the body with opposite hands to touch ears,
shoulders, knees, and toes 12 times each so students understand the
expectations.

It is encouraged that tutors praise the e�orts of students as they guide
them through crossing the body exercises 12 times each to build
confidence as they follow along in repetition.

Down with the Sound

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors will engage students in a sing along to promote phonemic
awareness, visualizing the letter and repetition of the letter sound.

See It Say It

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to use “See It Say It” to visualize story picture
questions to connect and enhance comprehension. Remember these
helpful tips when engaging students with picture and question prompts:

● Prompt the students to help them to name what they remember
seeing by asking for more details (i.e. color, shape, where, how
many) to stimulate deeper thinking.

● If the student is stuck, ask a question, allow silent time for the child
to think and if needed, question again, (leading from wrongsville to
rightsville). Brain building requires the student to do the thinking,
not you!

● One at a time, use colored foam rectangles to represent each
picture and encourage describing each picture individually along
with its meaning from the story.

Introduction Letter Sound & Practice Writing Letter

Facilitation Notes & Suggestions
Please note that Letter—Air writing is a process of getting the brain in
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gear, so please make sure students visually follow their finger as they are
writing, make the sound and repeat 6 times.

Tutors are encouraged to write the letter presented using their finger to
model letter air writing and repeat 6 times. Repetition is key to helping
students recognize the letter being presented.

Practice Writing

Facilitation Notes & Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to review the “Practice Writing” Handout in the
Student Workbook to demonstrate to students the step to write the letter
presented.

BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, and run or jump in
place to promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Recognizing Letter Sounds

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
It is encouraged that Tutors closely observe without suggestions or
prompts. If a child does not associate the name of an object with the
picture, this is your cue to kick into vocabulary building mode.

● Give the child ample time to figure out which picture goes with the
clue you’ve given.

● If he or she doesn’t recognize the object, use your camera to show
the riddle time worksheet to point to the correct object and say,
“This is a ____. What do I call it?” Say it fast. Say it slowly. Say it softly.
Say it loud. One more time. (Most children need six repetitions to
remember a new word).

● Mark the number (i.e. 3) of the object that the child did not
recognize so that at the end of the lesson, if time allows, you can go
back and review the vocabulary.

○ i. expressive review—point to the object and ask, “What is
this?”

○ ii. receptive review—say, “Show me the_____.”

Multi-Sensory Activity

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to take the time to repeat the activity until the
child consistently identifies the right symbol for the right sound.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
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stretch, take a potty break, walk into another room, run or jump in place
to promote a body movement screen time break.

Writing Practice

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to say a word emphasizing the beginning sound.
Say the sound a second time and then have the student write the
beginning sound.

Vocabulary Through Gestures

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to make sure that the child is the one who
gestures as you prompt their action.

Letter Matching

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors, you are encouraged to have the students identify the object, the
sound the object begins with and match the sound to the object.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial Sound

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Tutors are encouraged to prompt students to name the object and write
the sound.

Alphabet Sound Video

Facilitation Notes and Suggestions
Please note: the Alphabet Sound Video should not be shown until the
student has mastered the letter and sound of the present lesson and is
ready to proceed to the next letter and sound.

Tutors are encouraged to view the letter animation video in advance to
know when to pause to stimulate student-led interactive responses and
engagement.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Facilitation Notes and Suggestion
Tutors are encouraged to choose one of several multi-sensory activities
to engage students should time be available before the student's tutorial
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ends.
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Resources
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Instruction Kit and Student Learning Tools

The Making Sense of Language Arts Curriculum o�ers many supportive
instructional guides for the tutor and supportive learning tools for the
students. These resources ensure that the interaction and engagement of
the tutor and the student work well together and support one another in a
teaching session.

Below is a brief description of each resource. Each tutor instructional kit
as well as student learning tools will be available on the MSLA website
and/or distributed as a hard-copy.

Tutor Tool Kit Description
The Tutor Tool Kit provides tutors with an overview of all instructional
resources used in the Making Sense of Language Arts curriculum. Tutors
will find information about the basic technology needed for instruction
and an explanation of when and how to use each resource, complete with
step-by-step images and instructions.

Student Tool Kit Description
The Student Tool kit is a package that contains all of the manipulatives
used in the sensory activities included in the Making Sense of Language
Arts curriculum.

Student Workbook Description
The Student Workbook will be a collection of all of the independent
handouts used during their tutorial session. Tutors will direct students to
specific pages in the student workbook during instruction, and will be able
to use handouts to assess comprehension and progress.

Alphabet Sound Video Description
An alphabet sound bank houses all of the animation videos included in
the Making Sense of Language Arts curriculum. Tutors will find the
Alphabet Sound Song video and the storytime letter animation video for
each lesson in this video library.
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Student Observation
Form
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Student Observation Form
Tutors will access the Student Observation Form using Google Forms. At
the conclusion of each lesson, Tutors will complete the observation form to
assess student progress and note strengths and areas for improvement.

These documents also generate student data that can be used to identify
where additional support is needed. Please complete each student
observation form with as much detail as possible to ensure that students
are able to receive the needed resources to succeed within the MSLA
Program.
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Pre Evaluation
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Pre Evaluation

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds

Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Student Expectations and Promise

Tutors will use the “The Little Red Hen” Instructional slides on the MSLA
Webpage as a read aloud to engage the student in discussion about
their e�ort.

Picture 1: “The Little Red Hen asked, “Who will help me plant the seeds?”
Picture 2: “The Little Red Hen asked, “Who will help me harvest the grain?”
Picture 3: “The Little Red Hen asked, “Who will help me make the bread?”
Picture 4: “The dog, the duck and the mouse smelled the bread and came
running to eat it.”

Tutors will have the student repeat the classroom promise as a verbal
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agreement to give their best e�ort every tutorial session.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today, you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to the Evaluation Handout in your Student
Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If she or he does not know the beginning sound, leave the
box blank. Ask her or him to write the letter in the box. Do not correct the
letter if it is incorrect and leave it blank if the child does not know. It is
okay to name the object for the child but not give them the sound or the
letter for the sound. This is an evaluation.
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Pre Evaluation

Please Note: The evaluation is a pre-evaluation. It covers materials that
have not been covered in tutoring and may be very unfamiliar to the
child. If she or he is frustrated and does not know the first four sounds,
stop the evaluation and proceed to word practice.

Tutor Says, “Today, you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to the Evaluation Handout in your Student
Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout and submit it for an informal assessment.
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Writing Practice

Tutor Says, “Today, you will practice writing your name. Turn to the Writing
Practice Handout in your Student Workbook to complete.”

Tutors will have the students write their name 8 times on the Writing
Practice page.

Tutor Says, “Today, you will practice writing words. Listen to the words
and try your best to write the words you hear on the Writing Practice
page.”

Tutor will encourage students to give their best e�ort and praise them
for trying. Tutor will say the word, segment the word, and have the
students write each word on the Writing Practice page.

Word list: man, bed, hot, cup, fix, quit, jar, vow

Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout and submit it for an informal assessment.
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Letter Sound Lessons
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Lesson 1, Letter “Bb” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides
of the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional
slides on the MSLA Webpage to join
Damien in the Cross Your Body
Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left

hand.
12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “I turn o� the light to save energy.”
Picture 2: “I recycle paper to save trees.”
Picture 3: “I walk and ride my bike to save gas.”
Picture 4: “I’m a hero, I can save the planet.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “ What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says
Today’s letter is “B.” It makes the /b/ sound (be sure to “clip it.”) If the
student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “bu” remind them to “clip it” and you
model the /b/ sound.)

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /b/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “b,” saying “straight line
down, back up to the middle and around, /b/.”

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /b/! (Note: This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students, “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation.)

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “b” and make
the /b/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutor says, “Well done, good job. Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Bb”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Bb” and ask students to turn to Handout 1 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “b” for the /b/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /b/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /b/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /b/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /b/ sound.
Step 3-write the letter “b” for the /b/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /b/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter ‘Bb’” Practice Writing Handout
1 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their e�orts.

Please note: Tutors may guide students in letter “b” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /b/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero for the /b/ Sound. I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
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your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues

1.       When you were born, you were one of these. What is it? Baby. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the baby and make

the sound.
2. This is round, bounces and people can kick it. What is it? Ball. What is the

beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the ball and make
the sound.

3. This is an animal that we make cuddly toys look like. What is it? Bear. What
is the beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the bear and
make the sound.

4. This is where you can sleep. What is it? Bed. What is the beginning sound?
Using your finger, drag the star to the bed and make the sound.

5. This rings to get our attention. What is it? Bell. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger, drag the star to the bell and make the sound.

6. This has two wheels and we can ride it. What is it? Bicycle. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the bicycle and

make the sound.
7. This is something great to read! What is it? Book. What is the beginning

sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the book and make the sound.
8. This is something we put things in. What is it? Box. What is the beginning

sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the box and make the sound.
9. This is a child that is not a girl. Who is it? Boy. What is the beginning

sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the boy and make the sound.
10. We can ride in this with lots of other people. What is it? Bus. What is the

beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the bus and make
the sound.

11. This is a yellow fruit we peel & eat. What is it? Banana. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the banana & make
the sound.

12. This is where we sit to wait for the bus or at a park. What is it? Bench.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger, drag the star to the

bench and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /b/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Now, for a little more fun! We are going to play a game of
Peek-a-boo with our camera. The word ‘Boo’ begins with the /b/ sound. I
want you to turn o� your camera and when I say a word that starts with
the /b/ b/sound, I want you to turn your camera on and say, “Boo!”, and
the word ______ (restate the word) that starts with /b/.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student : book, sun, bus,
moon, boat, pickle, five, cat, ball, bench, flag, give, baby, animal, fish,
ostrich, banana, rock, bear, dinosaur, box, lion.

Please note: tutors may want to model the expectations of the task using
the word bed to show students what to do. Remind students to ONLY turn
their camera o� and on when playing this game.

Practice Writing

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to the
“Practice Writing” Handout 3 in your Student Workbook and write the
letter “b” if the words begin with the /b/ sound.

Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 3 in your
Student Workbook: bench, baby, boat, banana, big, ball, back, basketball,
balloon, bag, book, boy, bean, bin, bird.
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Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Bb” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /b/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with the /b/ sound
through movement and gestures. Find a space to stand up. When I ask
you a question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer
in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Where is your brain? Point to head. What’s in
there?

brain

Show me a book. Point to book. What is that? book

Put the book below your
chair.

Puts book under
chair.

Where is it? below the
chair

Put the book behind you. Holds the book
behind.

Where is it? behind me
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Show me big. Holds arms far
apart.

What is it? big

Show me your back. Points to back. What is it? back
Please note: Here is an opportunity for a little fun humor and review of the
/b/ sound.
Wave bye to me.
Why were you waving?
No you’re not leaving: I was just kidding!

Matching
Using the /b/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /b/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /b/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 5, in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “You will now show me how well you can write the letter “b” for
the /b/ sound.  Use your pencil to complete the “Initial /b/ Sounds”
Handout 4 to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.
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Alphabet Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 1,
The /b/ Sound.

Introduction to Sight Words

Tutors will engage students in a fun discussion about how our eyes and
our brains work like a camera.

Tutor says, “Take a moment to use your eyes to look around your room.
With your eyes, snap a picture of what you see. (Give students 10-12
seconds to observe). Now share one thing you remember seeing when
you looked around the room. (Give students 10-12 seconds to share
responses).

Tutor says, “Today, you are going to use your eyes to snap a picture of a
list of words called “Sight Words and use your brain to remember them.”
Repeat after me, “Sight Words.” (Give students wait time to repeat the
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words).

Sight Word Practice

Tutor will inform the students that the word sight means to see. Tutor will
continue to inform students that many sight words often break the letter
sound rules and that is why we will learn a few new words just by seeing
them and remembering them.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “you” and “me.” Repeat after me,
“you” (pause to repeat) and “me” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “you” and “me.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find the Sight Word Cards “you” and “me” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud. Repeat the sight words “you” and “me”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /b/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /b/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /b/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for the Riddle Time and Letter “Bb”

Handout 2 in the Student Workbook
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Lesson 2, Letter “Ff” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides
of the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional
slides on the MSLA Webpage to join
Damien in the Cross Your Body
Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left

hand.
12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Frogs live near water so they can lay eggs.”
Picture 2: “When an egg hatches a tadpole is born. It looks like a fish.”
Picture 3: “In between a tadpole and frog stage, we call it a metamorph
because it’s a frog with a tail.”
Picture 4: “Finally the tail is gone and the frog is an adult. Ribbit, Ribbit.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says
Today’s letter is “F.” It makes the /f/ sound (be sure to “clip it”). If the
student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “fu” remind them to “clip it” and you
model the /f/ sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /f/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “f”, saying, “Start near the
top line, loop back around and straight down to the baseline.”

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /f/! (Note: This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation).

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “f” and make
the /f/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done, good
job. Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Ff”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ff” and ask students to turn to Handout 6 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “f” for the /f/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /f/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /f/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /f/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /f/ sound.
Step 3-write the letter “f” for the /f/ sound and name the object that
begins with the /f/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ff” Practice Writing Handout 9
to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “f” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
a promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /f/ Sound
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Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero for the /f/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is something that grows and has petals and leaves. What is it?

Flower. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the flower and make the sound.

2. This is something with a nose, mouth and eyes. What is it? Face. What is
the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
face and make the sound.

3. This moves air to keep you cool. What is it? Fan. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the fan and make
the sound.

4. We walk with these. What are these? Feet. What is the beginning sound?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the feet and make the sound.

5. This is outside and keeps things in or out of a yard. What is it? Fence.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the fence and make the sound.

6. These are on your hands. What are they? Fingers. What is the beginning
sound ?Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the fingers and make
the sound.

7. This helps us keep our papers together. What is it? Folder. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the folder
and make the sound.

8. This is something we use to eat. What is it? Fork. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the fork and make
the sound.

9. This is an animal that lives in the woods and has a bushy tail. What is it?
Fox. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the fox and make the sound.

10. This is an animal that hops and says, "Ribbit.” What is it? Frog. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the frog
and make the sound.

11. This number comes after 3 and before 5. What is it? Four. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the 4 and
make the sound.

12. This number comes after 4 & before 6. What is it? Five. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the 5 and
make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /f/ Sound

Tutors Say, “I’m going to read you a word. If the word starts with the /f/
sound, I want you to stand up and show me your face.”

If the word starts with the /f/ sound, I want you to turn around and show
me your Back.

Let’s practice! Show me your back. (When the student shows you their
back, say, “Good job!”) Now show me your face. (When the student shows
you their back, say, “Good job!”)

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: flower, baby, fan,
finger, feet, ball, five, basketball, football, balloon, bag, four, friend, fish,
book, fence, bus, face.

Please note, tutors may want to if the student turns in the right direction,
say “Good job!” If the student turns in the wrong direction, question the
student by substituting the wrong sound with the word (i.e. Did I say faby
or baby?) Repeat the word six times and make sure the child turns in the
right direction.
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Practice Writing

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to the
“Practice Writing” Handout 8 in your Student Workbook and write the
letter “f” if the words begin with the /f/ sound.

Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 8 in your
Student Workbook: flower, baby, fan, finger, feet, ball, five, basketball,
football, balloon, bag, four, friend, fish, book, fence, bus, face.

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Ff” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /f/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with the /f/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”
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Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me your face. Child points to
face.

What do you
call it?

face

Wiggle your fingers. Child should
wiggle fingers.

What are
these?

fingers

Touch your foot. Child should
touch both feet.

What is
this?

foot

Touch both feet. Child should
touch both feet.

What do we
call 2 of
these?

feet

Touch your forehead. Child should
touch forehead.

What is this? forehead

Point to your front. Child should point
to front.

What is it? front

Show me five. Child should hold
up 5 fingers.

How many
is that?

five

Tutor says, “Fabulous!” to praise student e�orts.

Matching
Using the /f/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /f/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /f/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
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Sound” Handout 10, in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “You will now show me how well you can write the letter “b”,
and “f,”  use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 10 to
write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /f/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 2, The
/f/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice
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Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture of
a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “are” and “up.” Repeat after me,
“and” (pause to repeat) and “up” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “and” and “up.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “and” and “up” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud. Repeat the sight words “and” and “up” as you
add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /f/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /f/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /f/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /f/ Sound Handout 9

in the Student Workbook.
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Lesson 3, Letter “Mm” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides
of the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional
slides on the MSLA Webpage to join
Damien in the Cross Your Body
Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left

hand.
12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1:“Jerry pushed Lisa by the water fountain. She told her teacher
who corrected Jerry.”
Picture 2: “Mr. Smith asked Lisa to hold the door for her classmates.”
Picture 3: “Lisa thought about getting back at Jerry but forgave him
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instead.”
Picture 4: “Mr. Smith was proud of Lisa for being kind to all her
classmates, especially Jerry.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is ‘M.’” It makes the /m/ sound (be sure to “clip
it”). If the student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “mu” remind them to “clip it” and
you model the /m/ sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /m/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “m,” saying “start at the
midline straight down to the baseline, back near the midline, bump,
bump to the baseline.”

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /m/! (Note: This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation).

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “m” and make
the /m/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds
are added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done, good
job” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Mm”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Mm” and ask students to turn to Handout 11
in the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “m” for the /m/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /m/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /m/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /m/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /m/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “m” for the /m/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /m/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Mm” Practice Writing Handout
9 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “m” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /m/ Sound
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Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero  for the /m/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. Show me what a boy becomes when he grows up. Man. What sound is at

the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

2. Show me the person who brings letters and mail to your house. Mail.
carrier What sound is at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the  object and make the sound.

3. Show me what we can use to draw pictures and write. Marker. What sound
is at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

4. Show me food we eat that comes from animals. Meat. What sound is at
the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

5. Show me what we drink that comes from a cow. Milk. What sound is at the
beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object and
make the sound.

6. Show me what you look in to see yourself. Mirror. What sound is at the
beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object and
make the sound.

7. Show me what you use to buy things at the store. Money. What sound is
at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

8. Show me an animal that swings in trees and eats bananas. Monkey. What
sound is at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the  object and make the sound.

9. Show me what shines in the sky at night. Moon. What sound is at the
beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object and
make the sound.

10. Show me a high place where we can see very far. Mountain. What sound is
at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

11. Show me a small animal with whiskers and a long tail. Mouse. What sound
is at the beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

12. Show me where teeth and lips are. Mouth. What sound is at the
beginning? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object and
make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /m/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Now, we’re going to have a little fun with magnets! You are
going to use your letter magnets and your magnet board. Choose
magnet letters “m”, “f”, and “b” and your hand-held magnet board from
your Student Tool Kit to complete activity.

When you hear a word that begins with /m/ sound place the letter “m”
magnet on your magnet board, when you hear a word that begins with
/f/ sound place letter “f” on your magnet board and if you hear a word
that begins with a /b/ sound place the letter “b” on the magnet board
and hold up to the camera.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: monkey, bat, bunny,
moon, man, foot, baby, money, finger, ball, man, mom, box, four, my, make,
marker,
five.

Practice Writing

Tutors Say “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Practice
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Writing” Handout 13 in your Student Workbook and write the letter “m” if
the words begin with the /m/ sound.
Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes  the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 13 in your
Student Workbook: monkey, bat, man, bunny, mom, moon, box, man, four,
foot, my, baby, make, money, marker, finger, five

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Mm” and then click the Superhero Upload
Work Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /m/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /m/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Where is your mouth? Touch Mouth What is
that?

Mouth

Show me “mad.” Mad face What are
you feeling?

Mad

Show me your middle. Points to stomach. Where is
this?

Middle

Show me how you move. Student moves What did
you do?

Move

What sound does a
monkey make?

Student says “ooo!
Ahhhh!”

Who makes
those
sounds?

Monkey

Show me how you
march?

Marches around. What are
you doing?

Marching

Tutor says, “Marvelous M moves!” to praise student e�orts.
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Matching
Using the /m/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /m/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /m/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 15,  in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 15
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /m/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 3, The
/m/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “look” and “my”. Repeat after me,
“look” (pause to repeat) and “my” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “look” and “my”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “look” and “my” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “look” and “my”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /m/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /m/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /m/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /m/ Sound Handout

12 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 4, Letter “Kk” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left

hand.
12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “The sun wakes up late.”
Picture 2: “Leaves turn colors and fall from the trees.”
Picture 3: “It gets colder and colder.”
Picture 4: “The sun goes down earlier and earlier.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then, have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then, the third picture...Then, the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says
Today’s letter is “K”. It makes the /k/ sound (be sure to “clip it”). If the
student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “ku” remind them to “clip it” and you
model the /k/ sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /k/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “k’, saying, “start at the top
line, straight down to the baseline, lift your pencil out from the midline, slant in
and out to the baseline.

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /k/! (Note:This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation.)

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “k” and make
the /k/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done, good
job” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Kk”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Kk” and ask students to turn to Handout 16 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “k” for the /k/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /k/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /k/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /m/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /k/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “k” for the /k/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /k/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Kk” Practice Writing Handout
16 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “k” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
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stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /k/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero  for the /k/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is an animal that carries her baby in her pouch. What is it?

Kangaroo. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse,
drag the star to the kangaroo and make the sound.

2. This skinny boat is a kayak. What is it? Kayak. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the kayak and make
the sound.

3. This is what we put in a lock to open it. What is it? Key. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the key
and make the sound.

4. This is what we push on a piano to make music. What is it? Keys or
Keyboard. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse,
drag the star to the piano and make the sound.

5. This is how we move a ball with our foot. What is it? Kick. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
kicking kangaroo and make the sound.

6. This is a man who is a ruler of a kingdom. Who is it? King. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the king
and make the sound.

7. This is a way we show people we love them. What is it? Kiss. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
kissing cats and make the sound.

8. This flies in the sky on a string. What is it? Kite. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the kite and make
the sound.

9. These are baby cats. What are they? Kittens. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the kittens and make
the sound.

10. This is a fruit that is brown and fuzzy on the outside and green on the
inside. What is it called? Kiwi. What is the beginning sound? Using your
finger or mouse, drag the star to the kiwi and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /k/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Today, we are going to have a letter sound review for the /k/,
/m/, /f/, and /b/ sound. You are going to use your hand-held whiteboard
to write the beginning sound of each word.

“When you hear a word that begins with /k/, /m/, /f/, or /b/ sound write
the letter on your whiteboard for each word and hold up your whiteboard
to the camera.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: kite, foot, baby,
king, mail, keep, key, five, boy, kitten, money, kiwi, kangaroo, bad, movie

Practice Writing

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to
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“Practice Writing” Handout 18 in your Student Workbook and write the
letter “k” if the words begin with the /k/ sound.

Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes  the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 18 in your
Student Workbook: kite, foot, baby, king, mail, keep, key, five, boy, kitten,
money, kiwi, kangaroo, bad, movie

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Kk” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /k/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /k/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
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gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Kiss your hand. Child kisses hand. What did
you do?

kiss

Kick the leg of the table. Child kicks table
leg.

What are
you doing?

kick

Meow like a kitten Meow
What animal
meows?

Kitten

Show me a kid. Points to a child. What is
he/she?

Kid

Tutor says, “Keep up the good work!” to praise student e�orts.

Matching
Using the /k/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /k/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /k/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 20,  in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 20
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /k/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 4,
The /k/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today can” and “one”. Repeat after me,
“can” (pause to repeat) and “one” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “can” and “one”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “can” and one” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “can” and “one”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /k/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /k/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /f/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /k/ Sound Handout

17 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 5, Letter “Tt” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides
of the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional
slides on the MSLA Webpage to join
Damien in the Cross Your Body
Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with

right hand, then right ear with left hand.
12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Greedy dog held his bone in his teeth as he went for a walk.”
Picture 2: “He came to a pond and saw a dog just like him with a bone. ”
Picture 3: “He jumped in the pond to grab the bone.”
Picture 4: “It was just his reflection and he lost his bone.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says
Today’s letter is “T”. It makes the /t/ sound (be sure to “clip it”). If the
student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “ti” remind them to “clip it” and you model
the /t/ sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /t/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “t’, saying, ”Start half
between top line and beltline, straight down baseline. Pick up the pencil
and cross beltline.”

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /t/! (Note:This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation.)

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “t” and make
the /m/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds
are added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done, good
job.” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Tt”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Tt” and ask students to turn to Handout 21 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “t” for the /t/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /t/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /t/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /t/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /t/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “t” for the /t/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /t/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Tt” Practice Writing Handout
21 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, tutors may guide students in letter “t” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
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promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /t/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero  for the /t/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is where we sit to eat. It usually has four legs. What is it? Table. What

is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

2. This is something that is sticky and holds things together. What is it?
Tape. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the object and make the sound.

3. This is something that we use to call someone. What is it? Telephone.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the object and make the sound.

4. This is something we use to watch movies or shows. What is it? Television.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the object and make the sound.

5. This is an animal with stripes and big teeth. What is it? Tiger. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

6. This is where we can go to the bathroom. What is it? Toilet. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

7. This is something that we chew with, in our mouths. What is it? Tooth.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the object and make the sound.

8. These are things we play with. What are they? Toys. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.m  and make the sound.

9. This runs on tracks and has an engine and “cars.” What is it? Train. What
is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

10. This has wheels and opens in the back to carry big things. What is it?
Truck. What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the object and make the sound.

11. This can hold paint or toothpaste. What is it? Tube. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.

12. This is a number that comes after nine. Ten. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /t/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a game of show and tell! Today, we are going to use
sandpaper squares and letters “t,” “k,” “m,” “f,” and “b.”

When you hear a word, show me the letter that matches the beginning
sound. After I say “Totally,” you will trace the letter and put it back in the
box. If I say “try again” you have the wrong letter. Try again.

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: toe, top, foot, king,
kite, mail, tickle, feet, five, time, tiger boy, kiwi, two, monkey, kick, baby,
bad, kiss, table

Practice Writing

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to
“Practice Writing” Handout 23 in your Student Workbook and write the
letter “t” if the words begin with the /t/ sound.”
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Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 23 in your
Student Workbook: toe, top, foot, king, kite, mail, tickle, feet, five, time,
tiger boy, kiwi, two, monkey, kick, baby, bad, kiss, table

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Tt” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /t/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /t/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Point to your tongue. Points to tongue. What is this? Tongue
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Point to your toe. Points to toe. What is this? Toe

Point to your tummy. Points to tummy. What is it? tummy

Show me ten fingers. Holds up all
fingers.

How many is
that?

ten

Show me two fingers. Holds up 2 fingers. How many is
that?

two

Show me your teeth. Points to teeth or
grins.

What are
they?

teeth

Tutor says, “Terrific!” to praise student e�orts.

Matching
Using the /t/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /t/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /t/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 25 in their Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 25
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /t/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 5,
The /t/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brains work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture of
a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “said” and “is.” Repeat after me,
“said” (pause to repeat) and “is” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “said” and “is.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “said” and “is” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “said” and “is” as you
add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /t/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /t/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /t/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /t/ Sound Handout

22 in the Student Workbook.
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Lesson 6, Letter “Nn” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left

hand.
12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “I get plenty of sleep at night.”
Picture 2: “I walk, run, and exercise every day.”
Picture 3: “I eat good foods like fruit and vegetables.”
Picture 4: “I have fun with my friends.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, Today’s letter is “n.” It makes the /n/ sound (be sure to “clip it”).
If the student adds a vowel sound (i.e. “nu” remind them to “clip it” and you
model the /n/ sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /n/ sound.

Using your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises
and continues to look at finger, and air writes a “n,” saying, “start at the
midline, straight down to the baseline, straight up near the beltline arch
and down to the baseline.”

Now you do it 6 times, be sure to look up and watch your finger write the
letter in the air and then say the sound /n/! (Note: This may feel awkward
at first, but remind students “eye on your finger” or “up in the air” for
correct formation.)

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “n” and make
the /n/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Nn”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Nn” and ask students to turn to Handout 26 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “n” for the /n/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /n/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /n/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /n/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /n/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “n” for the /n/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /n/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Nn” Practice Writing Handout
26 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “n” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
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promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /n/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero  for the /n/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This holds up your head. What is it? Neck. What is the beginning sound?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make the
sound.

2. This is something you can wear around your neck. What is it? Necklace.
What is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the object and make the sound.

3. This is something you thread to sew with. What is it? Needle. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

4. This is something you can catch bugs or fish with. What is it? Net. What is
the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

5. This coin is worth five cents. What is it? Nickel. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.

6. This is the street and area where you live. What is it? Neighborhood. What
is the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

7. This number comes after eight and before ten. What is it? Nine. What is
the beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

8. These are wiggly things we can eat. What is it? Noodles. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

9. This is what you smell with. What is it? Nose. What is the beginning
sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.

10. This is what birds make their home in. What is it? Nest. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

11. This person helps us keep healthy. Who is it? Nurse. What is the
beginning sound? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

12. These are something we can eat, come from plants, or trees, and have
shells. What are they? Nuts. What is the beginning sound? Using your
finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /n/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Now, we’re going to have a little fun with magnets! You are
going to use your letter magnets and your magnet board. Choose
magnet letters “n,” “t,” “k,” “m,” “f,” and “b” and your hand-held magnet
board from your Student Tool Kit to complete activity.

When you hear a word that begins with /n/ sound place the letter “n”
magnet on you magnet board, /t/ sound place the letter “t” magnet on
you magnet board, /k/ sound place the letter “k” magnet on you magnet
board, /m/ sound place the letter “m” magnet on your magnet board,
when you hear a word that begins with /f/ sound place letter “f” on your
magnet board and if you hear a word that begins with a /b/ sound place
the letter “b” on the magnet board and hold up to the camera.”  After I
say “Nice!” we move on to the next word. If I say “not it,” you have the
wrong letter. Try again.

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: new, flower, north,
nose, mail nice, now, back, month, next, ten, no, nut, nail, king, nine, top,
key.
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Practice Writing

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to
“Practice Writing” Handout 28 in your Student Workbook and write the
letter “n” if the words begin with the /n/ sound.”

Tutors read each word slowly and have the student write the letter that
makes the beginning sounds of these words on Handout 8 in their
Student Workbook: new, flower, north, nose, mail nice, now, back, month,
next, ten, no, nut, nail, king, nine, top, key.

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Nn” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /n/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /n/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”
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Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Point to your neck. Points to neck. What is this? Neck

Hold up nine fingers. Holds up nine
fingers.

How many is
this?

Nine

Say no without words. Shakes head side
to side

What does
this mean?

No

Tell me some numbers. Says numbers. What are
these?

Numbers

Point to your nose. Points to nose. What is this? Nose

Say your name. Says name. What is
that?

Name

Tutor will say, “Nice!” to praise students' e�orts!

Matching
Using the /n/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /n/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /n/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 30 in their Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 30
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /n/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 6, The
/n/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice
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Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “it” and “play.” Repeat after me,
“it” (pause to repeat) and “play” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “it” and “play”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “it” and “play” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “it” and “play” as you
add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /n/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /n/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /n/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /n/ Sound Handout

in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 7, Letter “Aa” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Jack Rabbit bragged about being the fastest. He laughed at
Tortoise for being so slow.”
Picture 2: “Tortoise challenged Rabbit to a race. When Wise Fox yelled,
“Start!” Rabbit ran quickly.”
Picture 3: “Rabbit was so far ahead that he decided to take a nap.
Tortoise kept going.”
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Picture 4: “Tortoise won the race. Wise Fox said, “Slow and steady wins the
race.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says,
Today’s letter is “a.” It makes the /a/ sound. Repeat the /a/ sound five
times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /a/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “a,” saying “move in, start near
the beltline, circle around and up, straight up and down to the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “a” and make
the /a/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Aa”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Aa” and ask students to turn to Handout 31 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “a” for the /a/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /a// sound and name
the object that begins with the /a/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /a/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /a/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “a” for the /a/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /a/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Aa” Practice Writing Handout
31 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “a” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.
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Riddle Time
Using the /a/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero for the /a/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a fruit that is sweet and has seeds. What is it? Apple. What sound

does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

2. This joint connects your foot and your leg. What is it? Ankle. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

3. This is a dangerous animal that lives near the water. What is it? Alligator.
What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the  object and make the sound.

4. This is used to chop wood. What is it? Axe. What sound does that start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object and make
the sound.

5. This is a person who travels in space. What is it? Astronaut. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

6. This is a bug with six legs and a skinny middle. What is it? Ant. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the  object and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /a/ Sound

Tutors Say, “A stands for alphabet! Let’s have a fun spelling bee. Use your
alphabet letters to put some words together.  Today, we are going to use
your magnet letters “a,” “n,” “t,” “k,” “m,” “f,” and “b” to spell a few words.
Listen carefully to each word and sound out each letter.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: bat, fat, mat,  man,
tan, fan. Please have students put together.

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"bat" Segment the sounds. /b/ /a/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "bat!”

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 33 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: bat, fat, mat,
man, tan, fan.
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Tutors will have students read each word written. If needed, give prompts,
“Sound it out.”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Aa” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /a/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /a/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Hold up your red
crayon.

Child holds up a
red crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Red

Hold up your  blue
crayon.

Child holds up a
blue crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Blue

Hold up your yellow
crayon.

Child holds up a
yellow crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Yellow

Hold up your green
crayon.

Child holds up a
green crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Green

Point to theHold up
your  purple crayon.

Child holds up a
purple crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Purple

Hold up your range
crayon.

Child holds up an
orange crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Orange

Hold up your brown
crayon.

Child holds up a
brown crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Brown

Hold up your  black
white crayon.

Child holds up a
white crayon.

“What color is
this?”

Black
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Matching
Using the /a/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /a/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /a/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 35 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 35
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /a/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 7, The
/a/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “two” and “little.” Repeat after
me, “two” (pause to repeat) and “little” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “two” and “little.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “two” and “little” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “two” and “little”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.
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OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /a/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /a/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /a/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /a/ Sound Handout

32 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 8, Letter “Ii” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Rain. It kept coming.”
Picture 2: “Then the dark clouds began to move and the bright sun began
to shine.”
Picture 3: “A beautiful rainbow stretches across the sky..”
Picture 4: “It takes the rain, sun, the dark, and the light to make a
rainbow.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “ What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, Today’s letter is “i.” It makes the /i/ sound. Repeat the /i/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /i/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “i,” saying “start at the
midline, go down, and go back up, and dot it.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “i” and make
the /i/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Ii”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ii” and ask students to turn to Handout 36 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “i” for the /i/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /i/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /i/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /i/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /i/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “i” for the /i/ sound and name the object that
begins with the /i/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ii” Practice Writing Handout 36
to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “i” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
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It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to

promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /i/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero for the /i/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This house made of snow or ice is called an igloo. What is it? Igloo. What

sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
igloo  and make the sound.

2. This measurement on a ruler is called an inch. What is it? Inch. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the inch with
your finger and make the sound.

3. This is an inner tube we can use to float, sled or fill a tire. What is it? Inner.
tube. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the

star to the inner tube and make the sound.

4. Insect is another word for bug. What is it? Insect. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the insect
and make the sound.

5. This animal is called an iguana. What is it? Iguana. Using your finger or
mouse, drag the star to the star to iguana and make the sound.

6. Ill is another word for sick. What looks sick? What’s another word for sick? Ill.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

who’s ill and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /i/ Sound

Tutors Say, Let’s have a fun spelling bee. Use your alphabet letters to put
some words together. Today, we are going to use your magnet letters “i,”
“a,” “n,” “t,” “k,” “m,” “f,”  and “b” to spell a few words. Listen carefully to each
word and sound out each letter.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: bit, fit, pit, fin, tin,
kin. Please have students put together and use the camera feature to
show each word on the magnet board.

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: “Say the
word, "kit" Segment the sounds /k/ /i//t/ and place letters in order. Say
the word again fast, "kit!" Now have the child put together the following
words: bit, fit, kin, bin, tin, man, fan, fin.

Remember to say the word, segment the sounds, say the word again fast.
If the child puts the letters in the wrong sequence, point out that "order
matters" and say the word as the child wrote it. Repeat until the child can
easily put together the words.
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Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 36 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: bit, fit, pit, fin, tin,
kin

Tutors will have students read each word written. If needed, give prompts,
“Sound it out.”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Ii” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /i/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words through movement and gestures.
Use your Shape Flash cards to show each shape using the camera. When
I ask you to show me the shape, hold up the right Shape Flash cards.”
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Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me the circle. Student holds up
a circle?

What shape is
that?

Circle

Show me the triangle. Student holds up
a triangle?

What shape is
that?

Triangle

Show me the
diamond.

Student holds up
a diamond?

What shape is
that?

Diamond

Show me the
rectangle.

Student holds up
a rectangle?

What shape is
that?

Rectangle

Show me the square. Student holds up
a square?

What shape is
that?

Square

Show me the heart. Student holds up
a heart?

What shape is
that?

Heart

Show me the oval. Student holds up
an oval?

What shape is
that?

Oval

Matching
Using the /i/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /i/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.
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Initial /i/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 35 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 39
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /i/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
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for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 8, The /i/
Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture of
a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “big” and “not.” Repeat after me,
“big” (pause to repeat) and “not” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “big” and “not.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “big” and “not” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “big” and “not” as
you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /i/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /i/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /i/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /i/ Sound Handout 37

in Student Workbook.
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Evaluation #1
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Review Evaluation 1

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each: Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each: Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each: Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each: Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds

Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today, you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout 41 in your Student
Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout 41 and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If she or he does not know the beginning sound, leave the
box blank. If the student, ask her or him to write the letter in the box. Do
not correct the letter if it is incorrect and leave it blank if the child does
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not know. It is okay to name the object for the child but not give them the
sound or the letter for the sound. This is an evaluation.

Pre Evaluation

Please Note: The evaluation is a pre-evaluation. It covers materials that
have not been covered in tutoring and may be very unfamiliar to the
child. If she or he is frustrated and does not know the first four sounds,
stop the evaluation and proceed to word practice.

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout 42 in your Student
Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
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Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout 42 and submit it for an informal assessment.

Writing Practice Word Family

Tutor Says, “Today, you will write word families. Turn to Writing Practice
Handout 43 in your Student Workbook to complete.”

Tutors will have the students write the following word families on this
page:
An— ban, fan, man, tan
At—bat, fat, mat, rat
It—bit, fit, kit, mitt (tell the student to double the t)
In—bin, fin, kin
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Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout 43 and submit it for an informal assessment.
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Lesson 9, Letter “Dd” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Lion caught Mouse and was ready to eat her.”
Picture 2: “Mouse begged Lion to let her go so she could save him one
day. Lion laughed..”
Picture 3: “One day, Lion was caught in a hunter’s net..”
Picture 4: “Mouse came to the rescue and freed the Lion..”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says,
Today’s letter is “d.” It makes the /d/ sound. Repeat the /d/ sound five
times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /d/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes a “d,” saying, “Start topline down
to baseline, back up near the beltline, around to bottomline.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “d” and make
the /d/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Dd”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Dd” and ask students to turn to Handout  in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “d” for the /d/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /d/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /d/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /d/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /d/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “d” for the /d/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /d/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Da” Practice Writing Handout
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31 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “d” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /d/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Riddle Time Superhero  for the /d/ Sound.” I will give you a clue
and you will show me the answer by placing a star on the picture using
your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is moving to music. What is it? Dance. What sound does it start with? /d/.

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the dancers & make the sound.
2. This is a coin worth ten cents. What is it? Dime. What sound does it start with?

/d/ Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the dime & make the sound.
3. This is an animal that lived long ago & can be very large. What is it? Dinosaur.

What sound does it start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the dinosaur & make the sound.
4. This person helps us stay healthy. Who is it? Doctor. What sound does it start

with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the doctor & make the
sound.

5. This is an animal that barks. What is it? Dog. What sound does it start with?
/d/ Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the dog & make the sound.
6. This is a toy shaped like a girl. What is it? Doll. What sound does it start with?

/d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the doll & make the sound.
7. This is paper money. What is it? Dollars. What sound does it start with? /d/

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the dollars & make the sound.
8. This is a sweet food with a hole in the middle. What is it? Donut. What sound

does it start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the donut
& make the sound.
9. This is something we use to go in & out. What is it? Door. What sound does it

start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the door & make
the sound.

10. This is in a sink or tub & lets water out. What is it? Drain. What sound does it
start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the drain & make

the sound.
11. This is something women & girls wear. What is it? Dress. What sound does it

start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the star to dress
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& make the sound.
12. This is an animal that quacks, swims & flies. What is it? duck What sound

does it start with? /d/. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the duck
& make the sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /d/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Use your whiteboard to write the beginning sounds of each
word.  Listen carefully to each word and write the beginning sound and
hold your whiteboard up to the camera when you write each sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: dinosaur, nose,
flower, dollar, back, dinner, month, dog, ten, door, king, dear. Please have
students write the beginning sound.

Please note, tutors It is easy to confuse "b" & "d." To help the child
remember the di�erence, have him/her put both elbows on the desktop &
place knuckles together with thumbs up. This makes a bed. What sound
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does bed start with? /b/ So the b goes this way. Point to the student's left
hand. What sound does bed end with? /d/ So the d goes this way. Point
to the student’s right hand. When confusion arises, return to this device.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 46 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
dinosaur, nose, flower, dollar, back, dinner, month, dog, ten, door, king,
dear.

Tutors will have students write each word: dad, did, mad. Segment if
needed. Have the student read each word written. If needed, give
prompts, “Sound it out....keep your motor going...say it fast!
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Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Dd” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /d/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /d/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me down. Student points
toward the
ground.

“Where did you
point?”

Down

Show me the door. Student should
point to a door.

“What did you
point to?”

The door

Pretend you’re taking
a drink.

Students holds
up pretend cup
and sips.

What did you
do?

Drink

What day is it? Student says day
of the week.

What did you
say?

The day

What is it when the
lights go out?

Students say
Dark.

“What did you
say?”

Dark

Drop your pencil. Student drops a
pencil.

“What did you
do?”

Drop

Matching
Using the /d/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /d/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /d/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 48 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in
the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 48
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.
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Alphabet /d/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 9, The
/d/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brains work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “the” and “to.” Repeat after me,
“the” (pause to repeat) and “to” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “the” and “to.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “the” and “to” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “the” and “to” as you
add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /d/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /d/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /a/ sound
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● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /d/ Sound Handout

45 in Student Workbook.
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Optional Lesson
Lesson 10, Lesson B&D Phonemes

Use this lesson ONLY if the student is having trouble distinguishing the
letter “b” from the letter “d”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Don’t Litter”
Picture 2: “Don’t throw waste into the storm drain”
Picture 3: ”Protect wildlife”
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Picture 4: “Use renewable energy”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Make the Bed Technique

Special Tutor’s Note: It is easy to confuse "b" &"d." To help the student
remember the di�erence, have them put both elbows on the desktop &
place knuckles together with thumbs up.

Tutor says, “This makes a bed. What sound does bed start with? The /b/
b/sound so the “b” goes this way.” (Point to the student’s left hand).
“What sound does bed end with? The /d/ sound so the “d” goes this way.
(Point to the student’s right hand) When confusion arises, return to this
device).

Initial /b/ and /d/ Sounds

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout in your Student Workbook to identify the object and

write the beginning sound in the box.
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Color the Objects with the /b/ and /d/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Today, you will color the beginning sound of each object to
show you know the di�erence between the /b/ sound and the /d/ sound.
Color the objects that begin with a /b/ blue and objects that begin with a
/d/ black for dark.”
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Writing Practice for “b” and “d”

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words to name the
beginning sound. Turn to “Word Writing Practice” Handout 50 in your
Student Workbook and write the beginning sound of each word.”

Tutors will say the word and have the students write the beginning sound:
ball, drum, bean, boy, doll, dog, dime, brain, doughnut, baby, bike, dollar
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Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Evaluation Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.
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Lesson 11, Letter “Hh” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Water is liquid.”
Picture 2: “Ice is solid.”
Picture 3: “Steam is gas.”
Picture 4: “They all come from water but are di�erent states of matter.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “ What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, Today’s letter is “h.” It makes the /h/ sound. Repeat the /h/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /h/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “h,” saying “Start at the top,
straight down to the bottom line, back up to the midline, around and
down stop at the bottom line.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “h” and make
the /h/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job.” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Hh”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Hh” and ask students to turn to Handout 51 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “h” for the /h/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /h/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /h/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /h/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /h/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “h” for the /h/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /h/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Hh” Practice Writing Handout
31 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “h” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
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stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /h/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Riddle Time Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /h/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This grows on top of your head. What is it? Hair. What sound does it start

with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the hair & make the sound.
2. This is what we hit nails with. What is it? Hammer. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the hammer & make the
sound.

3. This is at the end of your arm. What is it? Hand. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the hand & make the
sound.

4. This is how we feel when we are thankful. What is it? Happy. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the happy face &
make the sound.

5. This keeps our body going & pumps our blood. It's also a sign of love. What is
it? Heart. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the heart & make the sound.

6. A helicopter is a flying machine that can lift up straight o� the ground. What
is it? Helicopter. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse,

drag the star to the helicopter & make the sound.
7. This is what we hang clothes on. What is it? Hanger. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the hanger & make the
sound.
8. A hoop is what we throw a basketball into. What is it? Hoop. What sound does

it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  hoop with your
finger & make the sound.

9. This is an animal that lives in a stable. What is it? Horse. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the horse & make the
sound.
10. This is what we use to get water to where we want to use it. What is it? Hose.

What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the star to hose & make the sound.
11. This is a place we can live in. What is it? House. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the house &
make the sound.

12. This is a way we show people we love them. What is it? Hug. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the huggers &

make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /h/ Sound

Tutors Say, “H is for hand. Gather magnet letters “d,” “b,” “t,” “m,” “f,” “n,” and
“h.” Use your right hand to hold up the magnet letter to the camera to
show the beginning sounds of each word.  Listen carefully to each word
and hold the magnet letter to the camera when you write each sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: happy, dinosaur,
nose, flower, home, dollar, back, nice, hungry, month, hair, ten. Please
have students write the beginning sound.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 53 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
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dinosaur, nose, flower, house, back, happy, month, dog, ten, hungry, king,
dear.

Tutors will have students write each word: had, hid, hit. Segment if
needed. Have the student read each word written. If needed, give
prompts, “Sound it out....keep your motor going...say it fast!”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Hh” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /h/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
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understanding of vocabulary words that start with /h/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me your hand. Holds up your
hand.

What is this? Hand

Show me your hair. Points to hair. What is this? Hair

Show me your head. Points to head. What is this? Head

Show me your hip. Points to hip.
What is this?

Hip

Show me a hug. Students will give
themselves a hug.

What did you do? Hug

Wave “hello”. Waves hand. What does that
mean?

Hello

Matching
Using the /h/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /h/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /h/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 55
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
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Sound” Handout 55 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /h/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 12 The
/h/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “find” and “run.” Repeat after
me, “find” (pause to repeat) and “run” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “find” and “run.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “find” and “run” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “find” and “run”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /h/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /h/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /a/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /h/ Sound Handout

52 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 12, Letter “Jj” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “I’m thankful for my family.”
Picture 2: “I’m thankful for friends.”
Picture 3: “I’m thankful for food.”
Picture 4: “What are you thankful for?”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “ What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating, “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “j” It makes the /j/ sound. Repeat the /j/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /j/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “j,” saying “Start at the
midline, go down under the baseline and curve up to the baseline, and
then dot it.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “j” and make
the /j/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Jj”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Jj” and ask students to turn to Handout 31 in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “j” for the /j/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /j/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /j/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /j/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /a/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “j” for the /j/ sound and name the object that
begins with the /j/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Jj” Practice Writing Handout
56 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “j” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /j/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Riddle Time Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /j/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues

1. This is a toy that pops out at you. What is it? Jack in the box. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the jack in the
box.

2. This is a pumpkin that is carved for Halloween. What is it? Jack o lantern.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the jack o lantern and make the sound.
3. This is a toy that you pick jacks up as a ball bounces. What is it? Jacks. What

sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
jacks and make the sound.

4. We juggle with balls by throwing them from one hand to the other. What is it?
Juggle. What sound does it begin with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the

star to the juggling ball.
5. These are pants made of denim. What are they? Jeans. What sound does it

start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the jeans with
your finger and make the sound.

6. This is a candy. What is it? Jelly beans. What sound does it start with? Move
the star to the jelly bean and make the sound.

7. This is something made of fruit that we eat with peanut butter. What is it?
Jelly. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the jelly and make the sound.

8. This is an airplane that flies fast. What is it? Jet. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the jet and make
the sound.

9. This is the watery part of fruit. What is it? Juice What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the juice and make the sound.

10. This is an exercise we do with a rope. What is it? Jumping rope. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the jump rope
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and make the sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /j/ Sound

Tutors Say, “j” stands for jump! When you hear a word that begins with
the /j/ sound jump! Listen carefully to each word and beginning sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: jump, flower, jelly,
tickle, hand, dance, jet, marshmallow, nine, kind, jam, jelly. Please have
students find a clear space to jump whenever they hear a word that
begins with the /j/ sound.

Please note, If a student isn’t able to jump the word, sound out each letter
and have him or her jump each. Then repeat five more times. “Stomp it
like a dinosaur. Tip toe this time. Hop it like a bunny. Jump it fast. Jump it
slowly. One more time.”
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Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 58 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
jump, flower, jelly, tickle, hand, dance, marshmallow, nine, jet, kind, jam,
jelly.

Tutors will have students write each word: jam, Jim (a man's or boy's
name), jib (part of a sailboat) Segment the words if needed. Have the
student read each word written. If needed, give prompts, “Sound it
out....keep your motor going...say it fast!”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Jj” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.
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Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /j/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /j/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me how to jump.... Jingle my keys....
Child should pick up keys and make noise.

Student should jump.

Show me how to juggle.... Student should pretend to
toss balls from one hand
to the other.

Join your hands together.. Student should connect
hands

Show me how you jiggle... Student should wiggle.

Pretend you’re a jack-in-the-box.. Student should jump up.

Matching
Using the /j/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /j/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /j/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 60 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
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write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 60
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /j/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
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Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 13, The
/j/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “red” and “for.” Repeat after me,
“red” (pause to repeat) and “for” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “red” and “for.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “red” and “for” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “red” and “for” as you
add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /j/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /j/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /j/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /j/ Sound Handout

57 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 13, Letter “Rr” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Sun and Wind were arguing who was stronger.”
Picture 2: “A man was walking by them with a coat on.  They decided
whoever could make him take his coat o� would be the strongest.”
Picture 3: “Wind blew and blew and the man just tightened his jacket
around him.”
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Picture 4: “Sun shone over the man and he took his coat o�. Who was the
strongest?”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “ What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “r.” It makes the /r/ sound. Repeat the /r/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /r/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “r,” saying “Start at the
midline down, back up and over.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “r” and make
the /r/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Rr”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Rr” and ask students to turn to Handout in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “r” for the /r/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /r/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /r/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /r/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /r/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “r” for the /r/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /r/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Rr” Practice Writing Handout
61 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “r” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
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stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /r/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Riddle Time to view the “Riddle Time for the /r/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. With this you can listen to music and people talking. What is it? Radio. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
radio and make the sound.

2. This is what happens when water comes from the clouds. What is it? Rain.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the rain and make the sound.

3. Sometimes after the rain when the sun comes out we see one of these. What is
it? Rainbow. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the rainbow and make the sound.

4. This keeps our food cold. What is it? Refrigerator. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the refrigerator with your
finger and make the sound.

5. This sign means a place where men or women can go to the bathroom. What
does it stand for? Restroom. What sound does it start with? Using your finger
or mouse, drag the star to the bathroom and make the sound.

6. This is jewelry we wear on our finger. What is it? Ring. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the ring and make the
sound.

7. This is another word for street. What is it? Road. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the road and make the
sound.

8. This is something that has wheels that we wear on our feet to skate. What is
it? Roller skates. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse,
drag the star to the roller skates and make the sound.

9. This is on top of a building or house. What is it? Roof. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the roof and make the

sound.
10. This is another name for the carpet we put on the floor. What is it? Rug.

What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the rug and make the sound.

11. This is a way your body moves that is faster than walking. What is it? Run
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the runner and make the sound.

12. This is another word for bunny. What is it? Rabbit What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the rabbit
& make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /r/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let's play Show and Tell! Use your whiteboard to write the
beginning sound of each word you hear. Then show me the letter and say
the sound using your camera.  Listen carefully to each word, write the
letter and make the sound of each letter.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: rice, nut, rain,
monkey, rock, heart, ring, kite, real, turkey, rainbow, jump.

Please note, tutor’s be sure that the student is forming the letters right so
that the "brain imprint" of an "r" is correct.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 63 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds::
rice, nut, rain, monkey, rock, heart, ring, kite, real, turkey, rainbow, jump.

Tutors will have students write each word: rat, rib, ran. Segment the words
if needed. Have the student read each word written. If needed, give
prompts, “Sound it out....keep your motor going...say it fast!”
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Tutors will have students read each word written. If needed, give prompts,
“Sound it out.”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Rr” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /r/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /r/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture
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Use your right hand to touch your
shoulder.

Student touches shoulder.

Use your right hand to rub your belly. Student rubs belly.

Use your right hand to touch your nose. Student touches nose.

Use your right hand to touch your elbow. Student touches elbow.

Matching
Using the /r/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /r/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /r/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 65
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /r/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 14, The
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/r/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “yellow” and “go.” Repeat after
me, “yellow” (pause to repeat) and “goy” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “yellow” and “go.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “yellow” and “go” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “yellow” and
“go” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /r/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /r/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /r/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /r/ Sound Handout

62 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 14, Letter “Pp” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1 : “Dinosaurs lived millions of years ago. Four legged dinosaurs
didn't change much.”
Picture 2: “Two legged dinosaurs did change. Some even grew feathers.”
Picture 3: “Where the dinosaurs lived, a great meteor hit the earth and
killed most of the dinosaurs.”
Picture 4 : “But the two legged ones became birds. Sometimes we need to
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change to survive.”
Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, Today’s letter is “p” It makes the /p/ sound. Repeat the /p/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /p/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “p,” saying “Start at the belt
line, go under the baseline, back up to the midline and around.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “p” and make
the /p/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Pp”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Pp” and ask students to turn to Handout 63 in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “p” for the /p/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /p/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /p/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /p/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /p/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “p” for the /p/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /p/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Pp” Practice Writing Handout
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31 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “p” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /p/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work to view the “Riddle Time for the /p/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues

1. This flies in the sky and can take people from one place to another. Plane.
What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the plane and make the sound.

2. This is a dessert that is sweet to eat and that you can cut into pieces. Pie.
What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the pie and make the sound.
3. A peach is a fruit that is fuzzy and sweet. What is this fruit? Peach. What

sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
peach and make the sound.

4. This can be made into pie or cut to make a jack-o-lantern. Pumpkin. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
pumpkin and make the sound.

5. This is a place to go swimming. Pool. What sound does that start with? Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the pool and make the sound.

6. This is an animal that likes to play in the mud and oinks. Pig. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the pig with
your finger and make the sound.

7. This is something we can use to write or draw with. Pen. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the pen with your
finger and make the sound.

8. This is something we can cook in. Pan. What sound does that start with? Move
the star to the pan and make the sound.

9. This is something we can put our food on to eat from. Plate. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the plate with
your finger and make the sound.
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10. This holds things together. Be careful it's sharp. Pin. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the pin with your
finger and make the sound.

11. This is someone who can help us and keep us safe. Police. What sound does
that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the police
o�cer and make the sound.

12. This is a big bird that can not fly. Penguin. What sound does that start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the penguin and make the

sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /p/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Today, you are going to use your magnet letters “r,” “p,” “h,” “k,”
and “m,” to name the beginning sounds.  Listen carefully to each word
and name the beginning sound. Show me what letter _________ starts with.
(Emphasize or repeat the beginning sound when pronouncing words.)

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: paint, run, power,
monkey, plane, net, pickle, kite, pink, hand, purse, jelly. Please have
students show the letter and make the sound.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 63 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
rice, nut, rain, monkey, rock, heart, ring, kite, real, turkey, rainbow, jump.

Tutors will have students write each word: rat, rib, ran. Segment the words
if needed. Have the student read each word written. If needed, give
prompts, “Sound it out....keep your motor going...say it fast!”
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Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Pp” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /p/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /p/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”
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Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Pat your arm. Pats arm.

Pat your  shoulder Pats shoulder.

Pat your head Pats head.

Pat your belly Pats belly.

Pat your knees Pats knees.

Matching
Using the /p/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /p/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /p/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 70 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 70
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /p/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 14 , The
/p/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “a” and “down.” Repeat after me,
“a” (pause to repeat) and “down” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “a” and “down.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “a” and “down” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “a” and “down”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /p/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /p/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /p/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /p/ Sound Handout

67 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 15 Letter “Ss” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Anna heard a scary sound.”
Picture 2: “Maybe there’s a monster hiding in my closet.”
Picture 3: “Rabbit was so far ahead that he decided to take a nap.
Tortoise kept goingThen she saw the branches from the tree outside
tapping on her window.”
Picture 4: “But the two legged ones became birds. Sometimes we need to
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change to survive.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “s.” It makes the /s/ sound. Repeat the /s/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /s/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “s,” saying, “start near the
beltline, curve to the left, and curve to the right touching the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “s” and make
the /s/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done, Good
job, Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Ss”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ss” and ask students to turn to Handout 71 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “s” for the /s/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /s/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /s/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /s/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /s/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “s” for the /s/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /s/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ss” Practice Writing Handout
71 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “s” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.
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Riddle Time
Using the /s/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Riddle Time to view the “Riddle Time for the /s/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues

1.When you are not happy or you are upset you can feel what? Sadd What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the sad
face and make the sound.

2. Show me something made of fresh vegetables. Salad. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the salad with
your finger and make the sound.

3. Show me something you can cut paper with. Scissors. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the scissors with your
finger and make the sound.

4. Show me someone who doesn't feel well. She is ____? Sick. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the sick person with
your finger and make the sound.

5. Show me where you can wash your hands. Sink. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  sink and make the sound.

6. Show me what you can wear when you ice skate. Skates. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the skates with your
finger and make the sound.

7. Show me an animal that doesn't have feet and slithers on the ground. Snake.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the star to the snake and make the sound.
8. Show me what you can use to wash your hands and body. Soap. What sound

does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the soap and
make the sound.

9. Show me what you wear on your feet inside your shoes. Socks. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the socks and
make the sound.

10. Show me a bug that has eight legs. Spider. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the spider and make the sound.

11. Show me what sparkles in the sky at night. Stars. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  stars and make the
sound.

12. Show me what shines in the sky during the day. Sun. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  sun and make the
sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /s/ Sound

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words and use the
whiteboard to write the beginning sound and hold up the whiteboard to
show the camera.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
Snow, turkey, kite, four, six, super, ball, sun, fun, bun, run, save, kangaroo,
puppy, sand, sing, kitten, safe, fish, sorry.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 73 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning sounds and then write the words.”

Tutors will say the word and the student will write the beginning sounds:
words: Snow, turkey, kite, four, six, super, ball, sun, run, save, puppy, sand,
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Tutors will have students write each word: sit, sad, Sam. Segment the
words if needed. Have the student read each word written. If needed, give
prompts, “Sound it out....keep your motor going...say it fast!”

Tutors will have students snap a picture of the completed handout
Writing Practice for Letter “Ss” and then click the Superhero Upload Work
Icon on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to submit it for an
informal assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /s/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that start with /s/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
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question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me a sock. Points to a sock. What's this? Sock.

Make a big smile. Smiles What's this? Smile

Show me sand paper. Points to sand
paper.

What's this? Sand
paper

Show me six fingers. Shows six fingers. How many is this? Six

Show me seven
fingers.

Shows seven
fingers.

How many is this? Seven

Make a sound. Makes noise. What was that? Sound

Matching
Using the /s/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /s/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Matching Superhero Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /s/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 75 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 75
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.
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Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds and click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student Page
of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /s/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 15, The
/s/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “we” and “jump”. Repeat after
me, “we” (pause to repeat) and “jump” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “we” and “jump.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “we” and “jump” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “we” and “jump”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /s/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook Family Resource Kit/Student
Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /s/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /s/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /s/ Sound Handout
● 72 in the Student Workbook.
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Lesson 16 Letter “Ee” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “The boy was asked to watch over the sheep to keep them safe.”
Picture 2: “The boy got very bored just watching sheep so he cried "WOLF"
so some of the villagers would come.”
Picture 3: “The villagers came running and found out there was no wolf.
The boy didn't tell the truth. The villagers left.”
Picture 4: “Then a wolf really did come!  The boy cried wolf, over and over
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again.  But since the villagers didn't believe him, so noone came to save
the sheep.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “e.” It makes the /e/ sound. Repeat the /e/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /e/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “e,” saying “halfway between
the beltline and the baseline draw a line, loop to the left all the way to the
baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “e” and make
the /e/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Ee”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ee” and ask students to turn to Handout 76 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “e” for the /e/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /e/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /e/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /e/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /e/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “e” for the /e/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /e/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ee” Practice Writing Handout
76 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “e” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
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It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to
stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to

promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /e/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /e/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is laid by a chicken and we can eat it. What is it? Egg. What sound does it

start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the egg and make the
sound.

2. This is a big animal with a trunk and tail. What is it? Elephant. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the elephant
and make the sound.

3. This is where your arm bends. What is it? Elbow. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the elbow and make the

sound.
4. This is what we put letters and mail in. What is it? Envelope. What sound does

it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the envelope and
make the sound.

5. This is something we do to stay healthy. What is it? Exercise. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person
exercising and make the sound.

6. An exit is a door we go out of; What is it? Exit. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the exit sign and make the

sound.
7. Enter means to go inside. What is it? Enter. What sound does it start with?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the enter sign and make the
sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /e/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let's review the letters we've learned so far: a, b, f, m, k, t, n, a,
i, d, h, j, p, s, r, and e. I will write the letters one at a time on the whiteboard
and you will tell me the sound.”

Tutor Says, “Now, we're going to make some words using the whiteboard
and hold up to the camera.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: met, red, fed, set,
pet, men.

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"met" Segment the sounds. /m/ /e/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "met!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
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Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 78 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.”

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: met red fed set
pet men

Tutors will have students read each word written. If needed, give prompts,
“Sound it out.”

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
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Using the /e/ Sound

Tutor Says, “E is for exercise!! Today, you will show an understanding of a
vocabulary word that starts with /e/ sound through movement and
gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a question or tell you
to do something, answer or show me an answer in gestures or
movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me your elbow. Students shows their elbow

Show me an exercise. Students show an exercise.

Show me excited Student shows a look of
excitement.

Point to the end of your nose. Student points to the end of
their nose.

Matching
Using the /e/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /e/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /e/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout  in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 80
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of the completed handout,
click the Upload Work Superhero on the Student Page of the MSLA
Website and submit the handout for an informal assessment.

Alphabet /e/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 16, The
/e/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “where” and “I.” Repeat after me,
“where” (pause to repeat) and “I” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “where” and “I.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “where” and “I” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “where” and “I” as
you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /e/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /e/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /e/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /e/ Sound Handout

77 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 17, Letter “Oo” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “In cold weather we need to protect ourselves.”
Picture 2: “If we don’t protect ourselves we can get frostbite. Frostbite is when a
part of your body freezes and blood stops flowing so that part becomes numb.”
Picture 3: “We can protect ourselves by wearing lots of layers of clothing.”
Picture 4: “Sometimes it’s just smarter to stay inside and play with your friends.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.

Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “o” It makes the /o/ sound. Repeat the /o/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /o/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “o,” saying “draw a circle in
between the beltline and the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “o” and make
the /o/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Oo”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Oo” and ask students to turn to Handout 81 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “o” for the /o/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /o/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /o/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /o/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /o/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “o” for the /o/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /o/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Oo” Practice Writing Handout
81 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “o” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /o/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /o/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues

1. This animal has eight legs and lives in the ocean. What is it? Octopus. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

2. This is a big bird that can not fly. What is it? Ostrich. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object and make
the sound.

3. When we want the lights to work we turn them ____? What is it? On. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.

4. When we don’t want the lights to work we turn them ____? What is it? O�. What
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the  object
and make the sound.

5. An octagon is a shape that has eight sides. What do we call it? What is it?
Octagon. What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the object and make the sound.

6. An olive is a small fruit that usually has a whole in it. What is it? Olive. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
object and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /o/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s have a fun spelling bee. Use your alphabet letters to
put some words together.  Today we are going to use your magnet letters
“a,” “n,” “t,” “k,” “m,” “f,” “b,” “i,” “h,” “j” and “o” to spell a few words.  Listen
carefully to each word and sound out each letter.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: dot hot pot mom
job not. Please have students put together.

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"pot" Segment the sounds. /p/ /o/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "pot!”

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
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Writing Practice” Handout 83 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.”

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: dot hot pot mom

job, not

Tutors will have students read each word written. If needed, give prompts,
“Sound it out.”

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /o/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /o/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
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question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Touch the top of your
head.

Touches the top
of head.

What part did
you touch?

top

Show me how to
stomp.

Stomps What did you
do?

stomp

Show me how to rock. Rocks What did you do? rock

Show me how to hop. Hops What did you do? hop

Show me how to
drop.

Drops self or
item.

What did you
do?

drop

Now it’s time to stop. Child should be
still.

What did you do? stop

Matching
Using the /o/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /o/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work to complete the Matching
activity.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /o/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 85 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 85
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutor Note: If the student needs help naming the object, give the student
the name of the object and ask them to write the beginning sound.

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /o/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
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Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 17, The
/o/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “away”, “funny,” and “see.”
Repeat after me, “away”” (pause to repeat),  “funny”” (pause to repeat), and
“see” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “away”, “funny”, and “see.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “away”, “funny,” and “see” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “away,”
“funny,” and “see” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /o/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /o/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /o/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /o/ Sound Handout

82 in Student Workbook.
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Evaluation 2
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Evaluation 2

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds

Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sounds
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout 86 in your Student
Workbook and complete.

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout 86 and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If she or he does not know the beginning sound, leave the
box blank. If the student, ask her or him to write the letter in the box. Do
not correct the letter if it is incorrect and leave it blank if the child does
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not know. It is okay to name the object for the child but not give them the
sound or the letter for the sound. This is an evaluation.

Pre Evaluation

Please Note: The evaluation is a pre-evaluation. It covers materials that
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have not been covered in tutoring and may be very unfamiliar to the
child. If she or he is frustrated and does not know the first four sounds,
stop the evaluation and proceed to word practice.

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout 87 in your Student
Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout 87 and submit it for an informal assessment.

Tutor Note: For the word “box” have the student write the ending sound
they hear.

Writing Practice

Tutor Says, “Today, you will write word families. Turn to Writing Practice
Handout 88 in your Student Workbook to complete.”
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Tutors will have the students write the following word families on this
page:
Et—bet, met, net, pet, jet, set
En—men, ten, den, hen, pen,
Ot—-tot, dot, hot, pot, rot
Op—bop, mop, top, hop, pop

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout 88 and submit it for an informal assessment.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the initial  sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the initial
sounds.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the initial letter
sounds.

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
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Lesson 18, Letter “Cc” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Don’t litter.”
Picture 2: “Don’t throw waste in the storm drain.”
Picture 3: “Protect wildlife.”
Picture 4: “Use renewable energy.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “c” It makes the /c/ sound. Repeat the /c/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /c/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “c,” saying “draw half a circle in
between the beltline and the baseline.”

Tutor Note: We emphasize the “hard” c as in cat. All of this lesson uses
the hard “c” and air writes a “hard” /c/ (not a soft /c/).

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “c” and make
the /c/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Cc”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Cc” and ask students to turn to Handout 89 in
the Student Workbook.
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Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “c” for the /c/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /c/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /c/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /c/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /c/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “c” for the /c/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /c/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Cc” Practice Writing Handout
89 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “c” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /c/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
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a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /c/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is something sweet to eat. On your birthday, it may have candles on it.

What is it? Cake. What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse,
drag the star to the cake and make the sound.

2. This is something with four wheels that you can ride in. What is it? Car. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
car and make the sound.

3. This is something sweet to eat. It is small and round. What is it? Cookie. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
cookie and make the sound.

4. This is something you can drink out of. What is it? Cup. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the cup and
make the sound.

5. This is something we can eat that we put ice cream in. What is it? Cone. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
cone  and make the sound.

6. This is an animal with fur and whiskers. What is it? Cat. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the cat and
make the sound.

7. This is something we can use to learn things and write with. What is it?
Computer. What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag
the star to the computer and make the sound.

8. This is candy and is striped, usually red and white. What is it? Candy cane.
What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the star to the candy cane and make the sound.
9. This is something made of metal to hold a drink or food. What is it? Can. What

sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
can and make the sound.

10. This is something we can color or draw with. What is it? Crayon. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the object
crayon and make the sound.

11. This is an animal that gives us milk and moos. What is it? Cow. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the cow
and make the sound.

12. This is what we can do with scissors. What is it? Cut. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the cut and make the

sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /c/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let's review the letters we've learned so far f, b, m, k, t, n, a, i, d,
h, p, j, s, r, o, e or c.” “C” stands for clap. When I say a word that begins with
the /c/ I want you to clap. If it doesn’t begin with C, tell me the beginning
sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: cookie, monkey, pig,
sun, candle, surprise, cat, pickle, sad, cry, mother, sorry, please, cow,
penguin, snow, cake.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 91 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”
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Tutors will have the students write the beginning letter sounds to the
following words: cookies, monkey, pig, candy, sun, cake.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: cat, can, cob,
cap.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"cat" Segment the sounds. /c/ /a/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "cat!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.
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Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /c/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /c/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Point to a crayon Points to crayon. What is that? crayon

Close the book. Closes the book What did you do? close

Cover your eyes. Covers eyes. What did you do? cover

Count to five. 1,2,3,4,5 What did you do? count

Clap your hands Claps hands What did you do? clap

Matching
Using the /c/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /c/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /c/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 93 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 93
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /c/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 18, The
/c/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “blue”, “in,” and “yes.” Repeat
after me, “ablue”” (pause to repeat),  “in”” (pause to repeat), and “yes”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “blue,” “in,” and “yes.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “blue”, “in”, and “yes” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “blue”, “in”, and
“yes” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /c/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /c/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /c/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /c/ Sound Handout

90 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 19, Letter “Vv” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “The caterpillar hatches from its egg.”
Picture 2: “It eats and eats and grows and grows and sheds its skin like you
shed your clothes.”
Picture 3: “One day it curls up on a leaf and forms a cocoon.”
Picture 4: “Weeks later out comes a beautiful butterfly.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “v” It makes the /v/ sound. Repeat the /v/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /v/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “v,” saying “start at the belt
line, slant down to the baseline, and slant up to the midline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “v” and make
the /v/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Vv”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Vv” and ask students to turn to Handout 89 in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “v” for the /v/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /v/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /v/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /v/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /v/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “v” for the /v/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /v/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Vv” Practice Writing Handout
94 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “v” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /v/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /v/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a way to clean the rug. What is it? Vacuum. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the vacuum and make the
sound.

2. This is a card you give on Valentine’s Day. What is it? Valentine. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the valentine
and make the sound.

3. A van is like a car but bigger. What is it? Van. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the van and make the sound.

4. This vase holds flowers. What is it? Vase. What sound does it start with? Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the vase and make the sound.

5. A vet is a person who keeps animals healthy. Who is it? Vet. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the vet and make
the sound.

6. This violin is an instrument with strings and a bow. What is it? Violin. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
violin and make the sound.

7. This volcano is where fire and lava comes from the earth. What is it? Volcano.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the star to the volcano and make the sound.
8. Voting is a way to choose a leader. What is it? Vote. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the voting box and make
the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /v/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Use your whiteboard to write each word you hear. Then show
me the word and say the word using your camera.  Listen carefully to
each word, write the word and say the word.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: van, man, ran, tan,
pan,vat, cat, bat, sat, hat, fat, vet, met, pet, bet, net,vim, dim

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 96 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.”
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Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: Van, vet, vat, vim,
vent, vest.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"van" Segment the sounds. /v/ /a/ /n/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "van!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.
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Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /v/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /v/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Question Response Student Gesture

Right now you are
listening to my __________
(what)?

voice Use your voice to say,
“Hello!”

What do you think the
cleaners use to clean a
rug?

vacuum Use your voice to
make the “vroom”
sound of the vacuum.

How do we elect a
president?

vote Raise your hand to
show me how you
would vote in class.

Matching
Using the /v/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /v/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /v/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 97 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 98
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /v/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 19, The
/v/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “make,” “three,” and “are.” Repeat
after me, “make”” (pause to repeat),  “three” (pause to repeat), and “are”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “make”, “three”, and “are.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “make”, “three”, and “are” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “make”,
“three”, and “are” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /v/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /v/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /v/ sound.
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /v/ Sound Handout

95 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 20, Letter “Gg” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “The grass and leaves are turning green.”
Picture 2: “Flowers and trees are blooming.”
Picture 3: “Birds are building their nests and laying eggs.”
Picture 4: “Signs of new life are all around us.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, "Today’s letter is “g” It makes the /g/ sound. Repeat the /g/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /g/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “g,” saying “at the beltline loop
to the left to the baseline, go back to the beltline, go down and give it a tail that
goes under the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “g” and make
the /g/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter Gg”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Gg” and ask students to turn to Handout 99 in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “g” for the /g/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /g/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /g/ sound.
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /g/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /g/ sound.
Step 3- write the letter “g” for the /g/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /g/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Gg” Practice Writing Handout
99 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “g” writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /g/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /g/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is something we take turns and play. What is it? Game. What sound does

that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the game and
make the sound.

2. This is something we can park a car in or where we go to fix our car. What is
it? Garage. What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse,

drag the star to the garage and make the sound.
3. This is where we grow flowers or vegetables. What is it? Garden. What sound

does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the garden
and make the sound.

4. This is an opening in a fence that lets us go in or out. What is it? Gate. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
gate and make the sound.

5. This is something scary, sort of alive, but dead. What is it? Ghost. What sound
does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the ghost
and make the sound.What is it?

6. This is another word for a present. What is it? Gift. What sound does that start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the gift and make the
sound.

7. This is not a boy but a ______? What is it? Girl. What sound does that start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the girl and make the
sound.

8. This is round, spins and has a picture of the earth on it. What is it? Globe.
What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to

the globe and make the sound.
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9. This is an animal that eats garbage and sometimes has horns. What is it?
Goat. What sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the goat and make the sound.

10. This is a bird that honks and flies. What is it? Goose. What sound does that
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the goose and make
the sound.

11. This is an instrument that has six strings and makes music. Guitar. What
sound does that start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
guitar and make the sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /G/ Sound

Tutors Say, “G” stands for “Got it!”. When I say a word that begins with the
letter /g/ I want you to hold up the letter /g/ to the camera and shout
“Got it!”. If it doesn’t begin with the letter “g”, tell me the beginning sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: Goat, box, gone,
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face, grow, man, gorilla, kite, go, top, green, pot, garden, vase, sun, group,
ghost.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 101 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the beginning letter sounds to the
following words: Get, got, God, gas, tag, bag.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: Get, got, God,
gas, tag, bag.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
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needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"get" Segment the sounds. /g/ /e/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "get!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /g/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /g/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me the green
crayon.

Points to green crayon. What color is
this?

green

Grin for me Smile What are you
doing?

grinning

Point to the
ground.

Points to the ground. Where did you
point?

ground

Give me a high-five. Gives a high-five using
the camera.

What did you
do?

Gave a
high-five

Giggle for me. Laughs. What are you
doing?

Giggling

Matching
Using the /g/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /g/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
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Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /g/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 103 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 103
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /g/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 20, The
/g/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “here,” “come,” and “do.” Repeat
after me, “here” (pause to repeat), “come” (pause to repeat), and “do”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “here,” “come,” and “do.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “here,” “come,” and “do” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “here,”
“come,” and “do” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /g/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /g/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /g/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /g/ Sound Handout

100 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 21, Letter “Ll” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Dog held his bone in his teeth as he went for a walk..”
Picture 2: “He came to a pond and saw a dog just like him with a bone.”
Picture 3: “He jumped in the pond to grab the bone.”
Picture 4: “It was just his reflection and he lost his bone.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “l” It makes the /l/ sound. Repeat the /l/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /l/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “l,” saying “start at the top line,
straight down to the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “l” and make
the /l/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter Ll”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ll” and ask students to turn to Handout 99 in
the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter “l” for the /l/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /l/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /l/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /l/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /l/ sound
Step 3- write the letter “l” for the /l/ sound and name the object that
begins with the /l/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ll” Practice Writing Handout
99 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter “l” writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /l/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /l/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a bug that is red and black and has spots on it. What is it? Ladybug.

What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the ladybug and make the sound.

2. This has a light bulb in it and helps you see better. What is it? Lamp. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
lamp and make the sound.

3. This is what people do when they think something is funny. What is it? Laugh.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the person laughing and make the sound.

4. This grows on a tree and is usually green but can change colors. What is it?
Leaf. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the leaf and make the sound.

5. These are connected to your hips and feet. What are they? Legs. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the legs and
make the sound.

6. This is a flash of light in the sky. What is it? Lightning. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the lightning and
make the sound.

7. This is what you get in when your teacher tells you to get ready to go. What is
it? Line. What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the line and make the sound.

8. This is a big cat that roars and can eat other animals. What is it? Lion. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the

lion
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and make the sound.
9. These are part of your mouth. What are they? Lips. What sound does it start

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the lips and make the
sound.

10. This is an animal that has a long tail and a long tongue. What is it? Lizard.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the lizard and make the sound.

11. This is something we can do with a key to keep things safe. What is it? Lock.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the lock and make the sound.

12. This is the meal we eat between breakfast and dinner. What is it? Lunch. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
lunch and make the sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /L/ Sound
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Tutors Say, “L” stands for letters. When I say a word, I want you to hold up
the letter to the camera and tell me the beginning sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: lucky, monkey, goat,
turkey, lollipop, rope, pig, lion, doll, cookie, apple, ostrich, candle, door,
lemon, surprise, pickle, green, like, rain, top, kangaroo, mother, love,
table, rock, look, sorry, please, donkey, cake, last, go.

Tutors will have the student use the whiteboard and the magnetic letters
to spell: log, lap, lot, gal.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 106 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the following words: let, log, lab, lip, lid,
list.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: let, log, lab, lip,
lid, list.
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"let" Segment the sounds. /l/ /e/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "let!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /l/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
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understanding of vocabulary words that make /l/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Point to your lips. Points to lips. What are
these?

lips

Point to your lap. Points to lap. What is this? lap

Point to your legs. Points to legs. What are
these?

legs

Draw a line. Draws a line. What is this? line

Laugh out loud. Laughs. What did I just
do?

laugh

Show me little. Fingers close together. What is that? Little

Matching
Using the /l/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /l/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /l/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 107 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 108
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /l/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
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Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 21, The
/l/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “am,” “this,” and “please.” Repeat
after me, “am” (pause to repeat),  “this” (pause to repeat), and “please”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words  “am”, “this,” and “please.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards  “am”, “this, and “please” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “am”, “this,
and “please” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /l/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /l/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /l/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /l/ Sound Handout

105 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 22, Letter “Ww” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “Sometimes your eyes get full of gooey stu�.”
Picture 2: “If you rub them you will scratch your eyes and even go blind.”
Picture 3: “Instead, blink your eyes and they will get watery and clean
themselves.”
Picture 4: “Instead, blink your eyes and they will get watery and clean
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themselves.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is "w" It makes the /w/ sound. Repeat the /w/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /w/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “w,” saying “from the beltline
slant down to the baseline, slant up to the beltline, slant down again and up
again.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "w" and make
the /w/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Ww”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ww” and ask students to turn to Handout 109
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "w" for the /w/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /w/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /w/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /w/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /w/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "w" for the /w/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /w/ sound on their own.
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Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Ww” Practice Writing Handout
109 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "w" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /w/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /w/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a way to get places using your feet. What is it? Walk. What sound does it

start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person walking
with your finger and make the sound.
2. This is what makes the sides of buildings. What is it? Wall. What sound does it

start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the wall and make
the sound.
3. This is where we put our garbage. What is it? Waste can. What sound does it

start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the waste can and
make the sound.
4. This is something plants and people need to live. What is it? Water. What

sound does it start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
water and make the sound.
5. This is what spiders make to catch bugs. What is it? Web. What sound does it

start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the web and make
the sound.
6. This is the opposite of dry. What is it? Wet. What sound does it start with?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the wet person and make the
sound.
7. The color on this board is the same color as the paper. What is it? White. What

sound does it start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
white board and make the sound.
8. This blows the clouds around in the sky. What is it? Wind. What sound does it
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start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the wind and make
the sound.
9. This is something clear that lets us see outside and lets in light. What is it?

Window. What sound does it start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the
star to the window and make the sound.
10. Birds use these to fly. What are they? Wings. What sound does it start with?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the wings and make the sound.
11. This sign means the restroom is for girls and who? Women. What sound does

it start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the woman and
make the sound.
12. This is what we call the planet earth. What is it? World. What sound does it

start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the world and make
the sound.

Sensory Activity
Using the /W/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let's play a game of Seek and Find. Find or name six objects
that are in your home that begin with the /w/ sound.”
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Tutors will wait for the child to come up with the words. Only prompt with
clues after twenty seconds of silence between each named object.
(hints, give clues for: window, wall, water bottle, waste can, woman, white,
wood, walking, etc.)

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 101 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the beginning letter sounds to the
following words: wet, web, win, wed, wag, west.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: wet, web, win,
wed, wag, west.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
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needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"wet" Segment the sounds. /w/ /e/ /t/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "wet!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /w/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /w/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Show me
something white

Points to white object. What color is
it?

White

Show me wiggling. Wiggles. What are you
doing?

Wiggling

Show me what
you’re wearing.

Points to clothing. We do what
with clothes?

Wear them

Show me winking. Winks What are you
doing?

Winking

Show me walking. Walks What are you
doing?

Walking

Show me waving. Waves. What are you
doing?

Waving

Show me a wall. Points to a wall. What is that? Wall

Matching
Using the /w/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
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you recognize objects that begin with the /w/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /w/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 113 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 113
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /w/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 22, The
/w/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “he,” “but,” and “black.” Repeat
after me, “he” (pause to repeat), “but” (pause to repeat), and “black” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “he,” “but,” and “black.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards  “he,” “but,” and “black” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “he,” “but,”
and “black” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /w/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /w/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /w/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /w/ Sound Handout

110 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 23, Letter “Zz” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1 “We go to the zoo to see the zebras.”
Picture 2 “In the wild the number of zebras has been zig zagging downward.”
Picture 3 “The zoo helps make sure the zebras have safe homes to live in places
like Zambia.”
Picture 4 “Without the help of the zoo there might be zero zebras!”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is “z” It makes the /z/ sound. Repeat the /z/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /z/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “z,” saying “start at the belt
line, zig to the right, zag down and cross to the baseline, zig to the right
again.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter “z” and make
the /z/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Zz”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Zz” and ask students to turn to Handout 114
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "z" for the /z/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /z/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /z/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /z/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /z/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "z" for the /z/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /z/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Zz” Practice Writing Handout
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114 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "z" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /z/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /z/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1.This is an animal with stripes. What is it? Zebra. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the zebra and make the
beginning sound.

2. This number means nothing. What is it? Zero. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger of mouse, drag the star to the zero and make the beginning
sound.

3. This is going side to side or up and down. What is it? Zigzag. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger of mouse, drag the star to the zigzag with
and make the beginning sound.

4. We use this to close our shirt or coat. What is it? Zipper. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger of mouse, drag the star to the zipper and make
The beginning sound.

5. This is a place to keep animals. What is it? Zoo. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger of mouse, drag the star to the zoo and make the beginning
sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /Z/ Sound

Tutors Say, “When I say a word, I want you to hold up the letter to the
camera and tell me the beginning sound.”

Tutors will call out the following words to the student: zebra, yellow, jump,
king, window, zip, very, loud, ring, dad, boy, zigzag, flower, hill, insect, up,
small, zero, mouse, pop, clock, time, go, olive, animals

With the magnet letters, have the student spell: zip, zig, zag,

Tutors will wait for the child to come up with the words. Only prompt with
clues after twenty seconds of silence between each named object.
(hints, give clues for: window, wall, water bottle, waste can, woman, white,
wood, walking, etc.)

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 115 in your Student Workbook and write the
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words.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: Zip, zig, zag, zap,
zest, zed (that’s what they call z in Canada)

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"zip" Segment the sounds. /z/ /i/ /p/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "zip!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /z/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
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understanding of vocabulary words that make the /z/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me ten. Counts out ten crayons from your crayon box.

Show me nine. Takes away one crayon. (if s/he wants to count from
scratch ask “what’s an easier way?”

Show me eight. Takes away one crayon.

Show me seven. Takes away one crayon.

Show me six. Takes away one crayon.

Show me five. Takes away one crayon.

Show me four. Takes away one crayon.

Show me three. Takes away one crayon.

Show me two. Takes away one crayon.

Show me one. Takes away one crayon.

Show me zero. Takes away the last crayon.
All gone!

Matching
Using the /z/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /z/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity.”
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /z/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 117 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 117
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /z/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 23, The
/z/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
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camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “get,” ''eat,” and “under.” Repeat
after me, “get” (pause to repeat), “eat” (pause to repeat), and “under”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “get,” “eat,” and “under.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “get,” “eat,” and “under” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “get,” “eat,”
and “under” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /z/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /z/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /z/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /z/ Sound Handout

114 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 24, Letter “Xx” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “See the fox.”
Picture 2: “He's hiding in the box.”
Picture 3: “The fox is too big for the box.”
Picture 4: “It's fixed! The fox gets a bigger box.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, “Today’s letter is "x" It makes the /x/ sound. Repeat the /x/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /qx sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “x,” saying “start at the belt
line, draw a line crossing to the baseline, pick up your pencil, draw
another line across the other to the baseline.”

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "x" and make
the /x/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,“Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Xx”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ww” and ask students to turn to Handout 118
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "x" for the /x/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /x/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /x/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /x/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /qu/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "x" for the /x/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /x/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Xx” Practice Writing Handout
118 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "x" writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /x/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /x/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a tool we can cut wood with. What is it? Ax. What sound does it end

with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the ax  and
make the ending sound.

2. This is something we can store things in. What is it? Box. What sound does it
end with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the box with
your finger and make the ending sound.

3. This means to make something work again. What is it? Fix. What sound does it
end with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person fixing
and make the ending sound.

4. This an animal that lives in the woods and eats other animals. What is it? Fox.
What sound does it end with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star the
fox  and make the ending sound.

5. This is to stir things together. What is it? Mix. What sound does it end with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the mixer  and make the sound.

6. This is a number that comes after five and before seven. What is it? Six. What
sound does it end with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the six
and make the ending sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /X/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Using your whiteboard and dry erase marker, copy the
following words that end with the /x/ sound from the Instructional Slide:
box, fox, fix, mix, six, T Rex.”

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 120 in your Student Workbook and write the
words that end with the /x/ sound.”

Tutors will have the students write the following words: box, fox, fix, mix,
six, Rex.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: box, fox, fix, mix,
six, Rex.
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"box" Segment the sounds. /b/ /o/ /x/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "box!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /x/ Sound
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Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /x/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Grab your crayon box from your Student Tool
Kit. When I ask you a question or tell you to do something, answer or
show me an answer in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Take the red
crayon out of the
crayon box.

Takes the red crayon out of the  crayon box.

Take the green
crayon out of the
crayon box and
hold it beside the
crayon box.

Takes out the green crayon and holds it beside the
crayon box.

Take the blue
crayon out of the
crayon box and
hold it under the
crayon box.

Takes out the blue crayon and holds it under the
box..

Take the yellow
crayon out of the
crayon box and
hold it above the
crayon box.

Takes out the yellow crayon and holds it above the
crayon box.

Put the crayons in
the crayon box.

Puts all the crayons back in the box.

Matching
Using the /x/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you are able to spell words that end with the /x/ sound.  Match the word
ending in /x/ sound with the picture through drag and drop matching
features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website. Click the
Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete Matching activity.”
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Alphabet /X/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 24, The
/x/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.
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Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes  to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “be,” “ate,” and “pretty.” Repeat
after me, “be” (pause to repeat),  “ate” (pause to repeat), and “pretty”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “be,” “ate,” and “pretty.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “'get”, ''eat,” and “under.” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “be”, ''ate``,
and “pretty”as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /x/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /x/
sound

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /x/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time” and /x/ Sound Handout

119 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 25, Letter “Qq” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1 “Queen is making a quilt.”
Picture 2 “It is not going quickly.”
Picture 3 “She quietly thinks, "I want to quit.”
Picture 4 “Don't quit Queen! You can do it!”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, "Today’s letter is "q" It makes the /qu/ sound. Repeat the /qu/
sound five times.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /qu/ sound. Using
your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “q,” saying “draw a
draw a circle between the belt line and baseline, keep going straight
down under the baseline,

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "q" and make
the /qu/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds
are added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,“Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Qq”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Ww” and ask students to turn to Handout 109
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "q" for the /qu/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /qu/ sound and name
the object that begins with the /qu/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /qu/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /qu/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "q" for the /q/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /qu/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Qq” Practice Writing Handout
122 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "q" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /qu/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/qu/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a coin that is worth 25 cents. What is it? Quarter. What sound does it

start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the quarter and
make the sound.

2. This is a woman who rules. What is it? Queen. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the queen and make the sound.

3. This is a sign that a sentence is a question. What is it? Question mark. What
sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
question mark and make the sound.

4. This is another word for silent. What is it? Quiet. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the quiet person and
make the  sound.

5. This is a blanket made of many pieces of cloth sewn together. What is it? Quilt.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to
the quilt and make the sound.

6. This is what a duck says. What is it? Quack. What sound does it start with?
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the Quacking duck and make
the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /qu/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Using the whiteboard and dry erase marker, copy following
words from the instructional slides and hold up your whiteboard to the
camera: quack, quit, quiz, quilt, quiet, queen

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, spell the word, and say it
again: quack, quit, quiz, quilt, quiet. queen

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 124 in your Student Workbook and write the
words.

Tutors will have the students write the following words: quack, quit, quiz,
quilt, quiet. queen.
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"quack" Segment the sounds. /qu/ /a/ /ck/ and place letters in order. Say
the word again fast, "quack!” Remember to say the word, segment the
sounds, then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /qu/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /qu/ sound through
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movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture Question Response

Say your name
quietly.

Whispers his or her
name.

Was your
whisper loud
or quiet?

Quiet

Say your name
quickly.

The student says their
name very fast.

Did you say it
slowly or
quickly?

Quick

Keep quacking like
a duck.

Quack, Quack,
Quack....

What sound
does a duck
make?

Quack

Quit quacking. Silence What are you
being?

Quiet

Matching
Using the /qu/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /qu/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /qu/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 126 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 126
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /Qu/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 25, The
/Qu/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them."

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “saw”, ''now”, and “white.” Repeat
after me, “saw”” (pause to repeat),  “now” (pause to repeat), and “white”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “saw”, ''now”, and “white.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “saw”, ''now”, and “white” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “saw”, ''now”,
and “white” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /qu/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /qu/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /qu/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /qu/ Sound Handout

123 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 26, Letter “Yy” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1 “You broke my yoyo!”
Picture 2 “I want to yell.”
Picture 3 “I can use the yellow yarn to fix it.”
Picture 4 “Yay! It works.”
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Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, "Today’s letter is "y" It makes the /y/ sound. Repeat the /y/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /y/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “y,” saying “slant right from
the belt line to the baseline, pick up your pencil, slant left from the belt
line to below the baseline.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "y" and make
the /y/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Yy”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Yy” and ask students to turn to Handout 127
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "y" for the /y/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /y/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /y/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /y/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /y/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "y" for the /w/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /y/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Yy” Practice Writing Handout
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127 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "y" writing by having them
use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra attention is
needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /y/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the /y/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is string that we can knit together to make clothes. What is it? Yarn. What

sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the yarn
and make the sound.

2. This is another word for scream. What is it? Yell. What sound does it start
with?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the yell and make the sound.
3. This is the opposite of no. What is it? Yes. What sound does it start with?

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person saying yes and make
the sound.

4. This is a toy that goes up and down on a string. What is it? Yoyo. What sound
does it start with?  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the yoyo with
your finger and make the sound.

5. A yolk is the yellow part of an egg. What is it? Yolk. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the egg yolk and make the
sound.

6. What is called when you’re tired and open your mouth wide and breathe in
and out? Yawn.  Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person who’s
yawning and make the sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /y/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let's play a game of Loud and Quiet. When you hear a word
that begins with the /y/ sound, yell it out! When you hear a word with the
/qu/ sound say it quietly.”

Tutor will read aloud the following words to the students:queen, yellow,
young, quick, you, quiet, yawn, quack, yell, yo-yo, quarter, yes, yarn, quilt,
yet, quit, question, yak, yam, quite.

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 129 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the following words: yak, yet, yes, quit,
quiz.
Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: yak, yet, yes, quit,
quiz.
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"yak" Segment the sounds. /y/ /a/ /k/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "yak!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /y/ Sound Show me quit.

Tutor Says, “Today, you will show understanding of vocabulary words that
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make the /y/ sound through movement and gestures.  Find a space to
stand up. When I ask you a question or tell you to do something, answer
or show me an answer in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me something yellow. Points out yellow pencil or other object.

Show me how to yell your
name..

Yells name.

Show me how to keep
yawning.

Yawn (ask him or her to keep it up)

Show me quit. Quits yawn.

Say your name quietly. Whispers his or her name.

Say your name quickly. Child says name very fast.

Matching
Using the /y/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /y/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /y/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 131 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 131
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /Y/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 26, The
/Y/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “brown,” ''good,” and “that.” Repeat
after me, “brown”” (pause to repeat),  “good” (pause to repeat), and “that”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “brown,” ''good,” and “that.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “brown,” ''good,” and “that” and listen
as the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words“brown,”
''good,” and “that” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /y/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /y/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /y/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /y/ Sound Handout

128 in Student Workbook.
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Lesson 27, Letter “Uu” Phonemes”

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Down with the Sounds
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Down with the Sound
Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

See It Say It

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to show the
first picture to the student and allow 10-12 seconds to view. The tutor will
read the picture statement and ask the student to remember what they
saw and heard. Tutor will show the second picture...Then the third
picture...Then the fourth picture...Repeat reading the picture statement
and asking the student to remember what they saw and heard.

Picture 1: “What color are the clouds?”
Picture 2: “Which boy is sitting down?”
Picture 3: “How can you tell he is upset?”
Picture 4: “Why is it important to help others?”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
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lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction Letter Sound

Tutor Says, "Today’s letter is "u" It makes the /u/ sound. Repeat the /u/
sound five times.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /u/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes an “u,” saying, “draw a smile
between the belt line and the base line, then go straight down back to
the baseline.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "u" and make
the /u/ sound six times for reinforcement. Make sure no vowel sounds are
added.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a pat on the back!”

Practice Writing Letter “Uu”

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing Letter “Uu” and ask students to turn to Handout 132
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "u" for the /u/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /u/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /u/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letter for the /u/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /u/ sound
Step 3- write the letter "u" for the /u/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /u/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their “Letter “Uu” Practice Writing Handout
132 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
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e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letter "u" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /u/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the Riddle Time for the /u/
Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by placing
a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This keeps you from getting wet when it's raining. What is it? Umbrella. What

sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
umbrella and make the sound.

2. The umpire helps people play games fairly. Who is it? Umpire. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the umpire
and make the sound.

3. This shirt goes under other shirts. What is it? Undershirt. What sound does it
start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the undershirt and
make the sound.

4. These pants go under other clothes. What is it? Underwear. What sound does
it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the underwear with
and make the sound.

5. This is the opposite of down. What is it? Up. What sound does it start
with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the up arrow and make the
sound.
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Sensory Activity
Using the /u/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Using your magnet letters , spell out each word you hear. Say
the sound of each letter one at a time as you spell each word.”

Tutor will call out the following words: sun, fun, bun, run, bug, mug, hug,
dug, jug, lug, pup, cup, cut

Tutors will wait for the child to come up with the words. Only prompt with
clues after twenty seconds of silence between each named object.
(hints, give clues for: window, wall, water bottle, waste can, woman, white,
wood, walking, etc.).

Word Writing Practice

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 134 in your Student Workbook and write the
beginning letter sounds and the words.”
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Tutors will have the students write the beginning letter sounds to the
following words: bug, rug, cut, run, sun, fun

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: bug, rug, cut, run
sun fun.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"sun" Segment the sounds /s/ /u/ /n/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "sun!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.

Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /u/ Sound
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Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /u/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to stand up. When I ask you a
question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer in
gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me up. Student should point up.

Show me unhappy. Student should make a sad face

Turn the book upside down. Student should turn the book so writing is
upside down.

Point to us. Student should point to tutor and him or
her self

Matching
Using the /u/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /u/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /u/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 136 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.
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Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 136
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Alphabet /u/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 27, The
/u/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “four,” ''have,” and “ride.” Repeat
after me, “four”” (pause to repeat),  “have” (pause to repeat), and “ride”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “four,” ''have,” and “ride.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “four,” ''have,” and “ride” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “four,”
''have,” and “ride” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /u/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /u/
sound.

● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /u/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
● Color the picture collage for “Riddle Time and /u/ Sound Handout

133 in Student Workbook.
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Post Evaluation
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Post Evaluation

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout in your Student
Workbook and complete.

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed Evaluation
Handout  and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If she or he does not know the beginning sound leave the
box blank. If the student, ask her or him to write the letter in the box. Do
not correct the letter if it is incorrect and leave it blank if the child does
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not know. It is okay to name the object for the child but not give them the
sound or the letter for the sound. This is an evaluation.

Pre Evaluation

Please Note: The evaluation is a pre-evaluation. It covers materials that
have not been covered in tutoring and may be very unfamiliar to the
child. If she or he is frustrated and does not know the first four sounds,
stop the evaluation and proceed to word practice.

Tutor Says, “Today, you will show me how well you can name objects and
their beginning sounds. Turn to Evaluation Handout in your Student
Workbook and complete.”
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Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout  and submit it for an informal assessment.

Writing Practice

Tutor Says, “Today, you will practice writing words. Listen to the words
and try your best to write the words you hear on the Writing Practice
page.”

Tutor will encourage students to give their best e�ort and praise them
for trying. Tutor will say the word, segment the word and have the
students write each word on the Writing Practice page.
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Word list: man, bed, hot, cup, fix, quit, jar, vow

Tutors will have students click the Evaluation Superhero on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to snap a picture of their completed
Evaluation Handout  and submit it for an informal assessment.
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Long Vowel Teams
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Lesson 28, Long A Vowel Team

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Introduction to Vowel Teams

Tutor will engage students in a fun discussion about teams to build
understanding and connection.

Tutor says, “A team is two or more people working together to complete a
goal. Can you name a kind of team?” (Give students 10-12 seconds of time
to think and respond. Responses may vary: baseball team, basketball
team, soccer team)Tutor will praise the student’s e�orts.”

Tutor says, “Today we are going to talk about Vowel Teams! Vowel Teams
are two vowel letters that work together to make one long vowel letter
sound.”
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Long A Vowel Team

Tutor says, “Today we will learn about the Long A Vowel Team. The Long
“a” makes the long / / sound.”𝑎

Tutors will tell students there is a funny little saying to help them
remember how Vowel Teams work together. Tutor will inform the students
that we say, “When two vowels go walking the first one does the talking.”

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “When two vowels go walking (pause to
repeat) the first one does the talking (pause to repeat).”

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn
three ways the Long A Vowel Team makes the / / sound. Tutor will point to𝑎
the “ai”, “ay”, “a” and Magic “e” as they have the student to repeat the long
/ / sound for each vowel team.𝑎

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “ai” says the long / / sound (pause for𝑎
response), “ay” says the long / / sound and the Split Vowel Team of  “a’𝑎
and Magic e” says the long / /.𝑎

Writing Practice
Long A Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “ Writing
Practice” Handouts 137-139  in your Student Workbook and write the
missing vowel letter team and then write the words.

Tutors will have the students write the Long A Vowel Team “ai”, “ay”, and
Split Vowel Team “a” and Magic “e”.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Matching
Long ”a” Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that make the long / / sound by identifying the𝑎
picture and matching the picture with the word through drag and drop
matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching activity."
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I Can Write
Long A Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “I Can Write” Handout 141 to
trace the missing long “a” vowel team letters that make the / /sound.𝑎
Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.”

Image Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1: “The man has a cane. He is in pain.”
Picture 2: “Lay down." we say.”
Picture 3: “We will raise you up.”
Picture 4: “We will carry you away.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Long A Vowel Team Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Long A Vowel Team video to review and/or reinforce long / /𝑎
sounds for letters “ai”, “ay”, and split vowel “a” and the Magic”e” and to
build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition. Tutors will
engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation for added
reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the Alphabet Sound
Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 28, The long / /𝑎
sound.

Sight Word Practice
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Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “what,” “on,” and “ran.” Repeat
after me, “what”” (pause to repeat),  “on” (pause to repeat), and “ran” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “what,” “on,” and “ran.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “what,” “on,” and “ran” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “what,” “on,”
and “ran” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the / / sound with the students by𝑎
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that is spelled with the Long
A Vowel Teams “ai”, “ay”, and Split Vowel Team “a” and Magic “e” for
the / / sound𝑎

● Use clay to make any object that is spelled with the Long Vowel
Team “ai”, “ay”, or Split Vowel “a” and Magic “e”.

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.

Lesson 29, Long E Vowel Team

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.
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Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to join
Damien in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with right hand, then right ear with left
hand.
12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Introduction to Vowel Teams

Tutors will remind students that they will continue to work on Vowel
Teams.

Tutor says, “Remember Vowel Teams are two vowel letters that work
together to make one long vowel letter sound.”

Long E Vowel Team

Tutor says, “Today we will learn about the Long E Vowel Team. The Long
“e” makes the long / / sound.”𝑒

Tutors will remind students there is a funny little saying to help them
remember how Vowel Teams work together. Tutor will inform the students
that we say, “When two vowels go walking the first one does the talking.”
Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “When two vowels go walking (pause to
repeat) the first one does the talking (pause to repeat).”

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn
three ways the Long E Vowel Team makes the / / sound. Tutor will point to𝑒
the “ea”, “ee”, “ey” and “e” as they have the student to repeat the long
/ / sound for each vowel team.𝑒

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “ea” says the long / / sound (pause for𝑒
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response after each vowel team), “ee” says the long / / sound, “ey” says𝑒
the long / / sound and “e” says the long / /.𝑒 𝑒

Writing Practice
Long E Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “ Writing
Practice” Handouts 140-142  in your Student Workbook and write the
missing vowel letter team and then write the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the Long E Vowel Team “ea”, “ee”, and
“ey” and “e”.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Matching
Long E Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that make the long / / sound by identifying the𝑒
picture and matching the picture with the word through drag and drop
matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching activity."

I Can Write
Long A Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “I Can Write” Handout 142 to
trace the missing long “e” vowel team letters that make the / /sound.𝑒
Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.”

Image Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.
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Picture 1: “Brush your teeth.”
Picture 2: "Don't eat too many sweets.”
Picture 3: “Use floss after you eat.”
Picture 4: “This is the key to keep them clean.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “she,” “want,” and “new.” Repeat
after me, “she” (pause to repeat), “want” (pause to repeat), and “you” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “she,” “want,” and “new.”

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “she,” “want,” and “new” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “she,”
“want,” and “new” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.
Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

Long E Vowel Team Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
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show the Long E Vowel Team video to review and/or reinforce long / /𝑒
sounds for letters “ea”, “ee”, “ey” and ”e” and to build vocabulary through
object and letter sound repetition. Tutors will engage students in a Q&A
session after viewing the animation for added reinforcement and to
extend the learning. Refer to the Alphabet Sound Bank link on the MSLA
webpage to view the Lesson 29, The long / / sound.𝑒

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /e/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that is spelled with the Long
A Vowel Teams “ae”, “ee”, “ay” and “e” for the / / sound𝑒

● Use clay to make any object that is spelled with theLong A Vowel
Teams “ae”, “ee”, “ay” and “e” for the /
/ / sound.𝑒

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.

Lesson 30, Long I Vowel Team

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.
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12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Long I Vowel Team

Tutors will remind students that they will continue to work on Vowel
Teams.

Tutor says, “Today, we will learn about the Long I Vowel Team. The Long
“i” makes the long / / sound.”𝑖

Tutors will tell students there is a funny little saying to help them
remember how Vowel Teams work together. Tutor will inform the students
that we say, “When two vowels go walking the first one does the talking.”

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “When two vowels go walking (pause to
repeat) the first one does the talking (pause to repeat).”

Tutor will tell the students that sometimes the letter “y” makes the long
/ /when it is a one-syllable word like in the word cry.𝑖

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn
three ways the Long I Vowel Team makes the / / sound. Tutor will point to𝑖
the “ie”, “i” and Magic “e”  and “y” as they have the student to repeat the
long / / sound for each vowel team.𝑖

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “ie” says the long / / sound (pause for𝑖
response), the Split Vowel Team of  “i’ and Magic e” says the long / / sound𝑖
and /y/ says the long / / sound.”𝑖

Writing Practice
Long I Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “ Writing
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Practice” Handouts 143-145 in your Student Workbook and write the
missing vowel letter team and then write the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the Long A Vowel Team “ie”, Split Vowel
Team “i” and Magic “e” and “y”.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Matching
Long I Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that make the long / / sound by identifying the𝑖
picture and matching the picture with the word through drag and drop
matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching activity."

I Can Write
Long I Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “I Can Write” Handout 145 to
trace the missing long “i” vowel team letters that make the / /sound.𝑖
Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Image Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1:  “The pilot says hi.”
Picture 2: “He can fly high in the sky.”
Picture 3:  “Last time I cried.”
Picture 4: “This time I will have a nice flight.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
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Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Long I Vowel Team Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Long A Vowel Team video to review and/or reinforce long / /𝑖
sounds for letters “ie”, split vowel “i” and the Magic”e” and “y” to build
vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition. Tutors will engage
students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation for added
reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the Alphabet Sound
Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 30, The long / /𝑖
sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “no”, ''say”, and “ours”. Repeat
after me, “no” (pause to repeat),  “say” (pause to repeat), and “ours” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “no”, ''say”, and “ours”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “she”, ''want”, and “new” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words  “she”,
''want``, and “new”as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.
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OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the / / sound with the students by𝑖
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that is spelled with the Long
A Vowel Teams “ie”, Split Vowel Team “i” and Magic “e” and “y” for the
/ / sound.𝑖

● Use clay to make any object that is spelled with the Long I Vowel
Teams “ie”, Split Vowel Team “i” and Magic “e” and “y” for the
/ sound.𝑖/

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.

Lesson 31, Long O Vowel Team

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.
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Long O Vowel Team

Tutors will remind students that they will continue to work on Vowel
Teams.

Tutor says, “Today we will learn about the Long A Vowel Team. The Long
“o” makes the long / / sound.”𝑜

Tutors will tell students there is a funny little saying to help them
remember how Vowel Teams work together. Tutor will inform the students
that we say, “When two vowels go walking the first one does the talking.”

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “When two vowels go walking (pause to
repeat) the first one does the talking (pause to repeat).”

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn
three ways the Long O Vowel Team makes the / / sound. Tutor will point𝑜
to the “oa”, “o” and Magic “e”, and “o” as they have the student to repeat
the long / / sound for each vowel team.𝑜

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “oa” says the long / / sound (pause for𝑜
response after each sound), the Split Vowel Team of “o’ and Magic e” says
the long / / and “o”says the long / / .𝑜 𝑜

Writing Practice
Long O Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “ Writing
Practice” Handouts 146-148  in your Student Workbook and write the
missing vowel letter team and then write the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the Long O Vowel Team “oe”, Split Vowel
Team “a” and Magic “e” and “o”.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Matching
Long O Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that make the long / / sound by identifying the𝑜
picture and matching the picture with the word through drag and drop
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matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching activity."

I Can Write
Long O Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “I Can Write” Handout 148 to
trace the missing long “o” vowel team letters that make the / /sound.𝑜
Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.”

Image Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1: “Oh, no! I am lost.”
Picture 2: “If I open the map I will know where to go.”
Picture 3: “There is the road that takes me home.”
Picture 4: “So let's go.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Long O Vowel Team Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Long O Vowel Team video to review and/or reinforce long / /𝑜
sounds for letters “oe”, split vowel “o” and the Magic”e” and “o” to build
vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition. Tutors will engage
students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation for added
reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the Alphabet Sound
Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 31, The long / /𝑜
sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “there”, ''too”, and “soon”. Repeat
after me, “there”” (pause to repeat),  “too” (pause to repeat), and “soon”
(pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “there”, ''too”, and “soon”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “there”, ''too”, and “soon” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “there”,
''too”, and “soon” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the / / sound with the students by𝑜
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that is spelled with the Long
A Vowel Teams “oe”, Split Vowel Team “o” and Magic “e”, and “o” for
the / / sound.𝑜

● Use clay to make any object that is spelled with the Long Vowel
Team “oe”, Split Vowel “a” and Magic “e” or “o” for the / /  sound𝑜

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
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Lesson 32, Long U Vowel Team
Midline Exercise

Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Long U Vowel Team

Tutors will remind students that they will continue to work on Vowel
Teams.

Tutor says, “Today we will learn about the Long U Vowel Team. The Long
“u” makes the long / / sound.”𝑢
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Tutors will tell students there is a funny little saying to help them
remember how Vowel Teams work together. Tutor will inform the students
that we say, “When two vowels go walking the first one does the talking.”

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “When two vowels go walking (pause to
repeat) the first one does the talking (pause to repeat).”
Tutor will tell the students that sometimes a Vowel Team maybe a pair of
letters that make a vowel sound that is not it’s name like for example “oo”
makes the long / / sound in the word boot.”𝑢

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn
three ways the Long U Vowel Team makes the / / sound. Tutor will point𝑢
to the “ui”, “u” and Magic “e”, and “oo” as they have the student to repeat
the long / / sound for each vowel team.𝑢

Tutor says, “Repeat after me, “ui” says the long / / sound (pause for𝑢
response after each sound), the Split Vowel Team of “u’ and Magic e” says
the long / / and “oo” says “ay” says the long / /.”𝑎 𝑢

Writing Practice
Long O Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Writing
Practice” Handouts 149-151 in your Student Workbook and write the
missing vowel letter team and then write the words.”

Tutors will have the students write the Long A Vowel Team “ui”, Split Vowel
Team “u” and Magic “e”  and “oo”.

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”

Matching
Long U Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that make the long / / sound by identifying the𝑢
picture and matching the picture with the word through drag and drop
matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching activity."

I Can Write
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Long U Vowel Team

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “I Can Write” Handout 148 to
trace the missing long “u” vowel team letters that make the / /sound.𝑢
Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.”

Image Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1: “The rocket is huge!”
Picture 2: “Inside there is not much room.”
Picture 3: “In space you drink fruit juice from a tube.”
Picture 4: “On the moon you need a space suit and boots.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Long U Vowel Team Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Long A Vowel Team video to review and/or reinforce long / /𝑢
sounds for letters “ui”, split vowel “u” and the Magic”e” and “oo” to build
vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition. Tutors will engage
students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation for added
reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the Alphabet Sound
Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 32, The long / /𝑢
sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
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camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “did”, ''all”, and “came”. Repeat
after me, “did” (pause to repeat),  “all” (pause to repeat), and “came” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “did”, ''all”, and “came”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “did”, ''all”, and “came” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words  “did”, ''all”,
and “came as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the / / sound with the students by𝑢
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Seek and Find an object in your home that is spelled with the Long
A Vowel Teams “ui”, Split Vowel Team “u” and Magic “e” and “oo” for
the / / sound𝑢

● Use clay to make any object that is spelled with the Long Vowel
Team “ui”,Split Vowel “u” and Magic “e”, and “oo” for the / /.𝑢

● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words.
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Long Vowel Teams
Evaluation #3
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Evaluation #3

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can identify the long
vowel teams for /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/. Turn to Evaluation Handouts in your
Student Workbook and complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of each completed Evaluation
Handout  and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If the student does not know the vowel team sound leave it
blank and make a note to review. This is an evaluation.
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Digraph Lessons
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Lesson 33, “th” Digraph
Midline Exercise

Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

Imagery Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1 "There are three thistles in the vase."
Picture 2 "They look thirsty."
Picture 3 "I think I should throw them out."
Picture 4 "Ouch! The thorn poked my thumb."

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
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was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction to “th” Digraph

Tutor will tell the students that they will continue to learn about letter
teams and how they work together to make one sound.

Tutor Says, "Today, we will continue to learn about letter teams that work
together to make one sound. These two letters are consonants called
Digraph. Repeat after me, “digraph” (pause for students to respond).”

Tutor Says, “Today’s digraphs are the letters “th” and they make the /th/
sound.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /th/ sound. Using your
Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes the letters “th”.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "th" and make
the /th/ sound six times for reinforcement.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a thumbs up!”

Practice Writing “th” Sound

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing “th” Digraph and ask students to turn to Handout 162
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "th" for the /th/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the th/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /th/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letters for the /th/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /th/ sound
Step 3- write the letters "th" for the /th/ sound and name the object
that begins with the /th/ sound on their own.
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Tutors will have students hold their Practice Writing “th” Digraph Handout
162 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letters "th" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /th/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/th/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”
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Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a number that comes after 2 and before 4. What is it? Three. Using your

finger or mouse, drag the star to three. What sound does it start with?
2. This is how you feel when you need water. What is it? Thirsty. Using your finger

or mouse, drag the star to the picture showing thirst. What sound does it
start with?
3. This is what your hand can do with a ball. What is it? Throw. Using your finger
or mouse, drag the star to the person who is throwing the ball. What sound
does it start with?
4. This is the part of your leg between your hip and your knee. What is it? Thigh.

Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the picture of a thigh. What
sound does it start with?

5. This is the name of a finger by itself. What is it? Thumb. Using your finger or
mouse, drag the star to the thumb. What sound does it start with?
6. This is the prickly part of roses. What is it? Thorn. Using your finger or mouse,

drag the star to the thorn. What sound does it start with?
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Sensory Activity
Using the /th/ Sound

Tutors Say, Today, we will play a game of Thumbs Up! Tell me the
beginning sound of these words. If the sound is /th/ give me a thumbs
up!”

Word list:Think, yellow, queen, zipper, three, ugly, quiet, thigh, zoo, yawn,
throw, umbrella, quick, thirsty, zip, thin

Tutors will only prompt with emphasis of sound after twenty seconds of
silence between each named object.

Writing Practice “th” Sound

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 164 in your Student Workbook and write the
words. Then have the student read the words”.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: thin, think, this,
the, that, thank
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"thin" Segment the sounds. /th/ /i/ /n/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "thin!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /th/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /th/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to move about freely. When I ask
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you a question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer
in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me thinking Student shows thinking

Show me thanking Student shows thanking

Show me thirsty Shows being thirsty

Show me throwing Student shows throwing

Show me three Student shows three

Show me thigh Student points to their thigh

Matching
Using the /th/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /th/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /th/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 166 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 166
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”
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Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Digraph /th/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 33, The
/th/ Sound.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today “well”, ''who”, and “with”. Repeat after
me, “well” (pause to repeat), “whol” (pause to repeat), and “with” (pause to
repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “well”, ''who”, and “with”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “well”, ''who”, and “with” and listen as
the tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “well”,
''who”, and “with” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /th/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Read to the child or have the child read to you when able.
● Student can return to an activity he or she wanted to do more of

i.e. color
● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /th/

sound
● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /th/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
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Lesson 34, “ch” Digraph

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

Imagery Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1 “The cheetah chases the chicken.”
Picture 2 “The chicken does not want the cheetah to chew him up.”
Picture 3 “Chomp, goes the cheetah's chin!”
Picture 4 “The chicken hides in the chest.”

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
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Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction to “ch” Digraph

Tutor will tell the students that they will continue to learn about letter
teams and how they work together to make one sound.

Tutor Says, "Today we will continue to learn about letter teams that work
together to make one sound. These two letters are consonants called
Digraph. Repeat after me, “digraph” (pause for students to respond).”

Tutor Says, “Today’s digraph are the letters “ch” and they make the /ch/
sound.”

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /ch/ sound. Using
your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes the letters “ch”.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "ch" and make
the /ch/ sound six times for reinforcement.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a thumbs up!”

Practice Writing “ch” Sound

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing “ch” Digraph and ask students to turn to Handout 177
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "ch" for the /ch/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the ch/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /ch/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letters for the /ch/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /ch/ sound
Step 3- write the letters "ch" for the /ch/ sound and name the object
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that begins with the /ch/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their Practice Writing “ch” Digraph
Handout  177 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for
their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letters "ch" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /ch/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
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fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/ch/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is an animal that lays eggs. What is it? Chicken. Using your finger or

mouse, drag the star to the chicken. What sound does it start with?
2. This is a box that can hold treasure. What is it? Chest. Using your finger or

mouse, drag the star to the chest. What sound does it start with?
3. This is an animal from the cat family with spots. What is it? Cheetah. Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the Cheetah. What sound does it start
with?
4. This is a food made of milk. What is it? Cheese. Using your finger or

mouse, drag the star to the cheese. What sound does it start with?
5. This is another word for a place where people worship. What is it? Church.
Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the church. What sound does it
start with?
6. This is something we write on with chalk. What is it? Chalkboard. Using your
finger or mouse, drag the star to the chalkboard. What sound does it start with?
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Sensory Activity
Using the /ch/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Tell me the beginning sound of these words. If the sound is
/ch/ touch your chin!”

Word list: Chicken, Think, yellow, Chew, zipper, three, Church, ugly, quiet,
thigh, Cheetah, yawn, throw, umbrella, chest, thin, cheese

Tutors will only prompt with emphasis of sound after twenty seconds of
silence between each named object.
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Writing Practice “ch” Sound

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 179 in your Student Workbook and write the
words. Then have the student read the words.”

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: Chin, chip, chop,
chap, chat, chug

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"chin" Segment the sounds. /ch/ /i/ /n/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "chin!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.
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Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /ch/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /ch/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to move about freely. When I ask
you a question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer
in gestures or movement.”

Tutor’s Note: If the student does not know the word, say, “I call this ______;
what do I call it?” Have him/her repeat the word & action 6 times.

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me your chin Student shows me their chin

Show me chewing Student shows me chewing

Show me child Student points to self

Show me chair Student points to chair

Show me chomping Student chomps

Show me chopping Student chops air with hand

Matching
Using the /ch/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /ch/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /ch/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 181 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 181
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.
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Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them.”

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “so”, ''must”, and “at”. Repeat
after me, “so” (pause to repeat),  “must” (pause to repeat), and “at” (pause
to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “so”, ''must”, and “at”.
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Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards “so”, ''must”, and “at” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “so”, ''must”,
and “at” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

Digraph /ch/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 35, The
/ch/ Sound.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /ch/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Read to the child or have the child read to you when able.
● Student can return to an activity he or she wanted to do more of

i.e. color
● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /ch/

sound
● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /ch/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
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Lesson 35, “sh” Digraph

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

Imagery Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1 "Rise and shine! I wake up and shower."
Picture 2 "Next, I put on my pants, shirt, and shoes.."
Picture 3 "Then, I make a fruit shake and share it with my sister."
Picture 4 "Finally, we shout goodbye to mom and she shuts the door."

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
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Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction to “sh” Digraph

Tutor will tell the students that they will continue to learn about letter
teams and how they work together to make one sound.

Tutor Says, "Today, we will continue to learn about letter teams that work
together to make one sound. These two letters are consonants called
Digraph. Repeat after me, “digraph” (pause for students to respond).”

Tutor Says, “Today’s digraph are the letters “sh” and they make the /sh/
sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /sh/ sound. Using
your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes the letters “sh”.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "sh" and make
the /sh/ sound six times for reinforcement.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a thumbs up!”

Practice Writing “sh” Sound

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing “sh” Digraph and ask students to turn to Handout 182
in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "sh" for the /sh/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /sh/ sound and name
the object that begins with the /sh/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letters for the /sh/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /sh/ sound
Step 3- write the letters "sh" for the /sh/ sound and name the object
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that begins with the /sh/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their Practice Writing “sh” Digraph Handout
162 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letters "sh" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /sh/ Sound
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Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today, we are going to play
a fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/sh/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
1. This is a big boat. What is it? Ship. Using your finger or mouse, drag the

star to the chest. What sound does it start with?
2. This is what we wear on our feet. What are they? Shoes. Using your finger

or mouse, drag the star to the chest. What sound does it start with?
3. This object can be called  triangles, circles, squares, rectangles and more.

What are they? Shapes. Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
shapes. What sound does it start with?

4. This is one way to get clean. What is it? Shower. Using your finger or
mouse, drag the star to the shower. What sound does it start with?

5. This is another word for yell. What is it? Shout. Using your finger or
mouse, drag the star to the person shouting. What sound does it start
with?

6. This is something we wear on our upper body. What is it? Shirt. Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the person shouting. What sound
does it start with?
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Sensory Activity
Using the /sh/ Sound

Tutors Say, Today we will shout it out! Tell me the beginning letters of
these words. If the sound is /sh/ shout out the word!

Word list:Ship, Chicken, Think, shine, Chew, shoes, three, Church, shower,
shirt, thigh, Cheetah, share, throw, shopping, chest, thin, cheese

Tutors will only prompt with emphasis of sound after twenty seconds of
silence between each named object.

Writing Practice “sh” Sound

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout ... in your Student Workbook and write the
words. Then have the student read the words.”
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Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: Ship, shop, she,
shed, shod, shut

Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"ship" Segment the sounds. /sh/ /i/ /p/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "ship!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /sh/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
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understanding of vocabulary words that make the /sh/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to move about freely. When I ask
you a question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer
in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Show me your shoe Student shows their shoe

Show me shaking Student shakes body or hands

Show me your shin Shows their shin

Show me shush Student is quiet or tries to quiet you

Show me shout Student shouts

Show me your shirt Student shows their shirt

Matching
Using the /sh/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /sh/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /sh/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 186 in their Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 186
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
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Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Digraph /sh/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 35, The
/sh/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice
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Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “like” and “was”. Repeat after
me, “like” (pause to repeat), and “was” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “like” and “was”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards  “like” and “was” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words  “like and “was”
as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /sh/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Read to the child or have the child read to you when able.
● Student can return to an activity he or she wanted to do more of

i.e. color
● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /sh/

sound
● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /sh/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
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Lesson 36, “ph” Digraphs

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

Imagery Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1 "Phil has a phone."
Picture 2 "Phil uses his phone to take photos."
Picture 3 "Take a photo of the elephant Phil."
Picture 4 "Take a photo of the dolphin too."

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
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was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction to “ph” Digraph

Tutor will tell the students that they will continue to learn about letter
teams and how they work together to make one sound.

Tutor Says, "Today we will continue to learn about letter teams that work
together to make one sound. These two letters are consonants called
Digraph. Repeat after me, “digraph” (pause for students to respond).”

Tutor Says, “Today’s digraph are the letters “ph” and they make the /ph/
sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /ph/ sound. Using
your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes the letters “ph”.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "ph" and make
the /ph/ sound six times for reinforcement.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a thumbs up!”

Practice Writing “ph” Sound

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing “ph” Digraph and ask students to turn to Handout
187 in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "ph" for the /ph/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /ph/ sound and name
the object that begins with the /ph/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letters for the /ph/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /ph/ sound
Step 3- write the letters "ph" for the /ph/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /ph/ sound on their own.

Tutors will have students hold their Practice Writing “ph” Digraph
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Handout
162 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for their
e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letters "th" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /ph/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/ph/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”

Riddle Time Clues
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1. This is what we can use to talk to someone who is somewhere else. What is
it? Phone. What sounds does the word phone start with? Using your
finger or mouse, drag the star to the phone.

2. This is something we can take with a camera or cell phone. What is it?
Photo or photograph. What sound does the word photo start with? Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the photo.

Sensory Activity
Using the /ph/ Sound

Tutors Say, Today, you will pretend to be a photographer! Think of six
things you would take a picture of with your phone. Complete Handout
189.”
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Tutors will only prompt with emphasis of sound after twenty seconds of
silence between each named object.

Matching
Using the /ph/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /ph/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /ph/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 191 in your Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 191
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
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Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Digraph /ph/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view Lesson 36, The
/ph/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.
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Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “they”, and “went”. Repeat after
me, “they” (pause to repeat),  and “went” (pause to repeat).

Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words  “they”, and “went”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards  “they”, and “went” and listen as the
tutor reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words  “they”, and
“went” as you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /ph/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Read to the child or have the child read to you when able.
● Student can return to an activity he or she wanted to do more of

i.e. color
● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /ph/

sound
● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /ph/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
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Lesson 37, “wh” Digraphs

Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage

Imagery Story

Tutors will use the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage to have the
students read the story cards. Give students time to sound out the words
and read. Tutors will give support where needed to help students
complete the reading of each story card.

Picture 1 "Where is the white whale?"
Picture 2 "If you see him whistle."
Picture 3 "Why do you want to find him?"
Picture 4 "Because of what he did to me."

Tutors will remove pictures from the student’s sight then ask the child to
lay down one foam colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was
on the first picture. Give the student 10-12 seconds to think and respond.
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Ask the student, “What objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What
was going on or why?” Then have the student lay down another foam
colored rectangle and imagine (think about) what was in the second
picture...Then the third picture...Then the fourth picture. Repeating “What
objects, colors or actions did you see?” and “What was going on or why?”

Introduction to “wh” Digraph

Tutor will tell the students that they will continue to learn about letter
teams and how they work together to make one sound.

Tutor Says, "Today we will continue to learn about letter teams that work
together to make one sound. These two letters are consonants called
Digraph. Repeat after me, “digraph” (pause for students to respond).”

Tutor Says, “Today’s digraph are the letters “wh” and they make the /wh/
sound.

Let’s practice air writing the letter and making the /wh/ sound. Using
your Zoom share feature, the tutor holds hand above head, raises and
continues to look at finger, and air writes the letters “wh”.

Tutors are encouraged to have students air write the letter "wh" and make
the /wh/ sound six times for reinforcement.

Tutors are encouraged to praise the student's e�orts, “Well done,” “Good
job,” Give yourself a thumbs up!”

Practice Writing “wh” Sound

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and Instructional slides to show
the Practice Writing “wh” Digraph and ask students to turn to Handout
192 in the Student Workbook.

Tutors will use their hand held whiteboard to demonstrate the proper
formation of the letter "wh" for the /wh/ sound through practice.

Tutors will guide students in the letter writing steps of:
Step 1-use finger to trace the letter for the /wh/ sound and name
the object that begins with the /wh/ sound
Step 2-use a pencil for tracing the letters for the /wh/ sound and
name the object that begins with the /wh/ sound
Step 3- write the letters "wh" for the /wh/ sound and name the
object that begins with the /wh/ sound on their own.
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Tutors will have students hold their Practice Writing “wh” Digraph
Handout 192 to the camera to show their e�ort and to share praises for
their e�orts.

Please note, Tutors may guide students in letters "wh" writing by having
them use their hand-held whiteboards for reinforcement if extra
attention is needed.

OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Riddle Time
Using the /wh/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let us have a little fun together! Today we are going to play a
fun game of riddles. Log into the Student Page of the MSLA Website.
Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to view the “Riddle Time for the
/wh/ Sound.” I will give you a clue and you will show me the answer by
placing a star on the picture using your finger or your mouse to drag
and drop.”
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Riddle Time Clues
1. This is the largest animal that swims in the ocean. What is it?  Whale. What

sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the
whale.

2. This is the hairs on a kitten’s face. What is it? Using your finger or mouse,
drag the star to the cat with whiskers. What sound does it start with?

3. This is how you quietly communicate with someone. What is this? Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the two friends who whisper. What
sound does it start with?

4. This is something I can blow to get your attention. What is it? Whistle.
What sound does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star
to the whistle. What sound does it start with?

5. This is something that every automobile has. What is it? Wheel. Using
your finger or mouse, drag the star to the word wheel. What sound does it
start with?

6. This is something used to make bread. What is it? Wheat. What sound
does it start with? Using your finger or mouse, drag the star to the wheat.
What sound does it start with?
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Sensory Activity
Using the /wh/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Today we will use the whiteboard to write the beginning
letters of the words read aloud.”

Word list: Whip, shout, chip, this, why, ship, chew, think, whistle, show, that,
cheese, white, chin, thin, shine, when.

Tutors will only prompt with emphasis of sound after twenty seconds of
silence between each named object.

Writing Practice “wh” Sound

Tutors Say, “You will now listen carefully to a list of words. Turn to “Word
Writing Practice” Handout 194 in your Student Workbook and write the
words. Then have the student read the words.

Tutors will say the word, sound it out slowly, say it again: white, when, why,
whiz, whale
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Tutors will have students write the word and read each word written. If
needed, give prompts, “Sound it out.”
Please note, tutors are encouraged to model the first word: Say the word,
"when" Segment the sounds /wh//e//n/ and place letters in order. Say the
word again fast, "when!” Remember to say the word, segment the sounds,
then repeat the word fast.
Tutors will have the student click the Superhero Upload Work Icon for
Writing Practice on their Student Page of the MSLA Website to snap a
picture of the completed handout and submit it for an informal
assessment.

Vocabulary Through Gestures
Using the /wh/ Sound

Tutor Says, “Let’s play a fun game of let’s get moving! Today, you will show
understanding of vocabulary words that make the /wh/ sound through
movement and gestures.  Find a space to move about freely. When I ask
you a question or tell you to do something, answer or show me an answer
in gestures or movement.”

Prompt Tutor Student’s Gesture

Whistle for me. Student responds.

When is your birthday? Student responds.

What is your age? Student responds.

Why do flowers need water? Student responds.

Where do you live? Student responds.

Matching
Using the /wh/ Sound

Tutors Say, “Let’s play a fun game of matching! Today, you will show that
you recognize objects that begin with the /wh/ sound by identifying the
picture and matching the picture with the beginning sound through drag
and drop matching features. Now, log into the Student Page of the MSLA
Website. Click the Superhero Upload Work Icon to complete the Matching
activity."
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OPTIONAL BODY BREAK
It is suggested that Tutors use this time to have students pause to

stretch, take a potty break, walk to another room, run or jump in place to
promote a body movement screen time break.

Initial /wh/ Sound

Tutors will encourage students to look at each picture on the “Initial
Sound” Handout 196 in their Student Workbook to identify the object and
write the beginning sound in the box.

Tutors Say, “Use your pencil to complete the “Initial Sounds” Handout 196
to write the beginning sound in the box for each picture.”

Tutors will have the student snap a picture of their completed Initial
Sounds handout, click the Superhero Upload Work Icon on their Student
Page of the MSLA Website to submit the handout for an informal
assessment.

Digraph /wh/ Sound Video

Tutors will use the Zoom Share feature and the Instructional slides to
show the Alphabet Sound video to review and/or reinforce letter sounds
and to build vocabulary through object and letter sound repetition.
Tutors will engage students in a Q&A session after viewing the animation
for added reinforcement and to extend the learning. Refer to the
Alphabet Sound Bank  link on the MSLA webpage to view the Lesson 37,
The /wh/ Sound.

Sight Word Practice

Tutors will remind students that their eyes and their brain work like a
camera.

Tutor says, “Remember we are going to use your eyes to snap a picture
of a list of words called “Sight Words” and use your brain to remember
them”.

Tutor says, “The sight words for today are “will” and “into”. Repeat after me,
“will” (pause to repeat),  and “into” (pause to repeat).
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Tutor will direct the student to look at the Instructional Slide to learn the
sight words “will” and “into”.

Tutors will ask students to gather sight word cards from the Family
Resource Kit. Find Sight Word Cards“will” and “into” and listen as the tutor
reads the sight words aloud.” Repeat the sight words “will” and “into”  as
you add them to your sight word cards ring.

Tutors will use the camera feature to hold up sight word cards to model
for students.

Tutor Note: Revisit previous sight words when modeling to reinforce the
learning process for sight word memory.

OPTIONAL Letter and Sound Review

Tutors will use this time to review the /wh/ sound with the students by
engaging them in any one of the multi-sensory activities. Reference
Family Resource Kit/Student Workbook for manipulatives and supplies.

● Read to the child or have the child read to you when able.
● Student can return to an activity he or she wanted to do more of

i.e. color
● Seek and Find an object in your home that begins with the /wh/

sound
● Use clay to mold any object that begins with the letter /wh/ sound
● Review vocabulary words in the lesson or sight words
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Digraph
Evaluation #4

Evaluation #4
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Midline Exercise
Cross Your Body Exercise builds
Bi-Lateral Integration for both sides of
the brain working together.

Click the link in the Instructional slides
on the MSLA Webpage to join Damien
in the Cross Your Body Exercise video.

Exercise Routine
12 times each Ear-Touch left ear with
right hand, then right ear with left
hand.

12 times each Shoulders-Touch left shoulder with right hand, then right
shoulder with left hand.
12 times each Knees-Touch left knee with right hand, then right knee with
left hand.
12 times each Toes-Touch left toe with right hand, then right toe with left
hand (child may sit to do this).

Old MacDonald Had a Book
Tutors will engage students in a sing along of the Old MacDonald Had a
Book Song. Click the link in the Instructional slides on the MSLA Webpage.

Review Evaluation

Tutor Says, “Today you will show me how well you can identify the
digraphs. Turn to Evaluation Handouts in your Student Workbook and
complete.”

Tutors will have students click the Superhero on their Student Page of
the MSLA Website to snap a picture of each completed Evaluation
Handout and submit it for an informal assessment.

Please Note: If the student does not know the digraph sound leave it
blank and make a note to review. This is an evaluation.
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